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ASSTRACT

This study is a first step to\ùards investigatíng Ëhe

clrrnatic potential f.or agtículÈure in an area where more

intensive cultivation and an extensíon of the arable area are

possíble. The study area consísËs of a rectangular zone Ín the

norLhern agricultural- areas of Manitoba and SaskaËchewan,

srrerching from 52o - 55otl. and 1010 - 110ow.

An assessment of the agricultural climate of the area is

m¡de using 11 meteorological stations as reference points.

Integration of the data available from these sites along with

estimation procedures has enabled most clinatic variables of a

thernal riature to be treated. DÍrectly measured variables include

g1oba1 radiation, sunshíne duraÈion and air'temperaËure. EstÍ-

mâtes have been m¡de of net radiation and- for arctic front

locaËions. Agrometeorological factors, which have been shou¡n to

be of operational significance, are also considered including

spring end autr¡nrn frost series, the frost free period and

t.enÐerature suEmåtions.

As each variable is analysed, the data base used is

criticallJ¡ assessed and the importance of the variable to crop

production outlined.

Results are Dresented in two sections. One deals ¡¡rith

radiation and the oÈher with daylight and temPerature. Although
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volurn-inous, the results are far f rom being a comprehensíve

survey of the agroclimate of this area.

It ís concluded that a great deal more analysís of past

weather records, more instrumenÈal- recording of variables with

agricultural significance and further basíc research is required

in areas where Ëhermal constraints to agriculËural production

predominate.



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

(a) Objectives of an agroclimatic study

In general, agroclimatic studies have tended to move

in two dírectíons (Ooträs Lg74). On Èhe one hand, the effecÈs

of clirnate on cïop yields are analysed in order to quantatively

evaluate expected yields under given clímatic conditíons, or to

aseertaín the reasons for possible damage or loss of yield

attributable to the climate. On Ëhe other hand the objective'

as in the present study, is Èo relate the climatic condítíons

of a regiori to the general c1ímatic requírements of cultivated

crops. Climatic potential is aeeessed '-.:'ín order to identify

ways of increasing agricultural productÍvity. As Cochem6 and

Franquin (Lg67,1) have stated, "Any ptan tor increasing

agricultural production can benefít from such a survey; r¿hether

the plan involves intensifying existing cultívations, extending

Ëhem, introducing ner^t crops or techniques' or improving protection

against pests and parasites - r¿hatever the plan roay be, the

influence of climate cannot be ignored."

Despite the obvíous iuporËance of regíonal agrocliroatic

studies, the number of najor publicatíons in English ín this area

is lini-ted. Those that are readilv available indicate that



thermal liuitations to agricultural productíon have been poorly

treated. The English language qualificatíon is necessary since

L25 agroclinatic handbooks have been published for all- agrí-

culturally important provÍnces, territories and republics of the

U.S.S.R. (SÍnelshikov 1965). Excluding these, seven agro-

climatological surveys deserve particular mention: Agricultural

climatologies of the Yass Valley and Katherine Area, N.T. by

Slatyer (1960a, b), in the semi-arid and arid zones of the near

East (Perrin de Bricharnbaut and I^Ia116n 1963), a semi-arid area

in Africa souËh of the Sahara (Cochern6 and Franquin 1967), the

highlands of Eastern Africa (Brown and Cocherné 1973), Ceylon
rl

(Domros L974) and England and l,Iales (STdth L976).

The two early publications by Slatyer (1960 a'b) are

detailed treatments of the agricultural climaÈe of two small

areas ín Australia. No consideration is given to the climatic

requírenpnts of individual crop species. S¡iíth's (1976) study

is also exclusively climetic in approach ùut rel-ates to a much

larger and more diverse regÍ-on. To alleviate Ëhis problem,

resulËs are presented for smaller agrieultural areas and expected

1ocal deviaËions about the mean value are also given.

Corrprehensive analyses of both the agricultural climaËe

and the clin=Êic requirements of loca1 crops are Presented in the

re-eining four publications. Of these, three (Perrin de

Brichaubaut and h'a116n 1963: Cochem6 and Franquin 1967: Brown

¡nd CocheÉ 1973) are ínteragency projects compiled under the

auspices of F.A.O., H.ìI.0., and U.N.E.S.C.O. Their objective was
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to assess the possibilíties of increasing agricultural productivity

in the selected regions. Sirnilarily, Oorrä" if-Lg74) attempts to

devise an agroclímatic potential land classifícation and zoning

of Ceylon according Èo the crops under Ínvestigation.

Attention is drawn Ëo the facÈ that in on1-y three publí-

cations (Brown and Cochemi tgl3z oortä" 1974: Snith Lg76) is

reference made to the possibility of 1ow Èemperatures being a

factor ín limiting crop growËh potential and, in the fÍrst two

of these cases, this is clearly an altitudinal rather than a

latítudinal constraint. In England and l^Iales thermal constraints

result from a combi¡ation of both el-evation and laÈitude. It is

evident, therefore, that considerably more atËention is required

in areas where thernal const.raints upon agricultural production,

rather than moisture consËraínts, pose the rrajor problem - a vieqr

shared by HcKendrÍck (1976). One such area i-s the secondary agri-

cultural fronËier (Prescott 1965) of Northern ManiËoba and

Saskatche¡qan. As LauÈ (Lg73, 73) states:

"Couparison of mean May to September precipitation
rflith potential evapotranspiration suggests that the
northern agricultural areas of the Prairíe Provinces
receive adequate suuner precipitatíon for cropping
acti\rities in most years and lack of soil moisture
should not be a widespread environmental resËricËion
on agriculture.

Eor¡ever energy receipts tend to be minímal for
the satisfactory production of a number of cereal
grain crops. Therefore it is necessary to examine
such oeasures of energy availabilíty for plant
groI.tb as are available."

The objecËive of Ëhe present study is to examine selected

climatic factors iuportant to agrículÈure in NorÈhern ìfanitoba-and

Saskatcher;¡n.



lliÈhin Manitoba and Saskatchewan, work on the climate Ín

relatíon to agrícul-ture has not been entirely ignored. In Manitoba

Shaykewich (1974) l;ras napped mean values of several- clinatic para-

rnêters of agrÍcultural significance for the area south of Dauphin

(51o 06' N) and, in Saskatchewan, Frost (L972) has examíned the

area south of 51o 30t N. Al-so ín Saskatchewan, McKay eÈ al (1967)

have presented a general analysis of temperature and moisture

conditions in relatíon to agriculture using statÍons wíth variable

record length. Air ËemperaÈures and temPerature suns are the only

thermal variables discussed in any detail in this publication.

Several earlíer geographical studies (e.g. Taylor L9572

Bennett 1959) have investigated the clirnatic lÍnitations of more

northerly areas. However, these works have sought to demercaËe

absolute liuits to cultivation through a single index such as

teqeraËure rather thAn to evaluate the climate as a resource

base for agriculture. Such indices have been imporËant in agricul-

tural planning policy since the days of the first pioneers (Dunbar

Lg73) but the severe limitations of a markedly deterrninistic

approach are obv-ious. The present study ¡nakes no attempt to define

precise limits to cultivation.



(b) Study area and data base

The area selected for Ëhe study included the najoriÈy

of the agrículturaL area Ín the north which had not been included

in previous studies, as well as areas which mey have agricultural

potenËial ín the future. That more northern areas still have

considerable agricultural potential appears to be Ín liÈtle doubË.

"It is estím¡ted that there are still about l-6.2 níl1Íon hectares

thaË are capable of developnent for agricul-tural use. Over one

half of this acreage mly be for¡nd included in or adjacent to the

areas that are now being famed. The largest zone for fuÈure

development is in the forested area of the presently occupied

farms in ManÍtoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta, Brítish Columbia and

in the adjacent area of Yukon and N.I,J.T." (Agriculture Canada L977).

Beacom G974) has estimated that 1.2 nillion hectares of potentially

good to faír arable l-and exist in Northern Saskatchewan and

perhaps half this fígure in Manitoba. A broad latitudinal- zotte,

from 52oN to 55oN, lras adopted in order to incìude the majoríty

of this area ¡nd in response to the fact that several of the

clirnatíc paraÍrÂters investigated have a direct or indirect reliance

upon latÍtude. In Manitoba, agricultural potential wiËhin this

zorLe, but to the east of 1010 longitude, is severely liniËed by

both clim¡Èe ¡nfl soils so Ëhís area tras omÍtted from Èhe study

leaving a rectângular area extendíng fron 52o - 55o¡t and 1010 -

lloow. The area is shown in Figure 1.1.

lÍeÈeorological observatíons are currenËly made at nuDerous

sites within the study area. The observations and measuretrenËs



made at these sites general-ly conform with internationally

agreed regul-atíons regarding instruments, their usage, and their

exPosure.

In keeping wíth general practíce a period of 30 years

was chosen for analysis. Sínce clinate is continually changing

the most recent period for whíeh data were avaíl-able was considered

to be the most appropriate. This period was I947-L976. However,

by adopting the standard time period and rejecting those statíons

wtrich did not exist througþout this period, or whích varied Ín

location, the number of sites from whích data were collected

dininished to 11; nine ín Saskatchewan and tr¿o in Manitoba. The

locations of each of these stations and the records used in this

study are lisÈed in Table 1.1; locations are also shown in

Figure 1.1. Although locational- descriptions and site histories

are not readily available for Canadian meÈeorological staËions

(Catchpole and Ponce L976) it is not thoughÈ that locational or

instrumental changes have led to sígnÍficant inhomogeneiËy of the

daËa base since, at the level of analysis attemPËed here, smnll

changes in site are r-rrlikely t.o be of significance.

In general, xaeteorological staÈions are síted in order

to present a representative sample of the type of area in which

they are located. lñevertheless, with such a small nunber of

stations in a relatively large study area it would be tmwise to

assune that 11 stations adequately represent the whole area.

For this reason the use of napping procedures to represent the

daËa was considered inappropriate.
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TABLE l-.1: MAJOR STATIONS USED IN STUDY

STATION
I.OCATION

ol^t ELEv. (M)

DATES
USED

TSR
oN

Tffi PAS A.

FLIN FLON

CHOICEIÁ,ND

HUDSON BAY

I,OST RWER

NORTH BATTLEFORD A.

MUENSTER

PILGER

PRINCE AIBERI A.

SASKATOON A.

I"TASECA

5358

5446

5330

5 252

lt!"
sz46

szL2

sz25

sg13

szro

s ¡oB

toro6

tot31

LM29

toz24

î3Íl;
ros15

1o5oo

roso9

tos41

roo41

.,.og24

273

335

442

372

387
387

548

576

s44

431

501

648

1947lL-r949lLO x
L9491Lt197 217 x
L97217-L9761t2 x

L947ll-r976112 x

L948lr2-L97 6112 x

L947lL-19tø/t2 x

L947/t-L94716 x
L94716-r9tø/L2 x

1947ll-Lg7slL x
197512-19761L2 x

L947lr-LgSg/r2 x
igoo/ro-r9761L2 x

L947lr-L9761L2 x

L947ll-tgtolL2 x

L947 /r-r9t0/12 X

19471r-L957/7 x
tgstlt2-1976lLz x

X
XX

A
T
S

R

- AIRPORT

- TH'IPERATURE

- SIINSI{INE
- RADIATIO}{



( c) Plan of thesis

Fo1-lowing Èhe íntroduction, the clisratic factors treated

in this thesis faIl naturally into two distinct sectíons- The

first (Chapter II) covers aspects of the radiation balance r¿íÈhin

the study anea. Ilnder (a) Backgror-pd rel-ationships, the reader

is íntroduced to the basic princíples ínvolved in radiation

receipt and the portion available for photosynËheÈic Processes.

This is followed by a more detail-ed treatmenÈ of solar, global

and net radíation and sunshine duraËion under Èhe heading

(b) Specific topícs.

The second section (ChaPter III) consíders daylength

variatíons over Ëhe study area and Lhe temperature condiËions aÈ

each of the 11 stations. Daylength variations are Presented here,

in prefererice to Chapter II, since the duration of the light

period operaÈes ín conjunctíon with temperature in stimulating

plant development. Plant growth, on the other hand, is afêcted by

the inËensiÈy of the ligþt and this Ís the nain theme of Graper II.

ÞyJength is Èreated first and the discussion Ëhen examines monthly

mean daily maximrlm, uonthly mean daily minimum and monthly mean

daily air teuperatures. This leads by logical progression to a

consideration of temperature sums, QoC frost dates in spring and

auturon, and the frosÈ free period.

Also included in this chapter is a preliminary assessnent

of the relationship betl¡een cold air advection over the study area

and the location o, an. arcËíc front. ![hile frontal locations

influence m¡n.r clim:tic parameters, in this instance only ternperatures

are being considered so this topic ís best dealt with ín Chapter III.
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(a)

(i)

CTIAPTER II

RADIATION

Background relatíonshíps

The receipt of solar radíation

Radiation is a fundamental component in the energy

balances of the atmosphere and the earthts surface. All bodies

above a temperature of absolute zero emit radiant energy in the

forn of electromagnetic waves. Incessant molecular motíon Ís the

source of this thermal radiation when, as a result of interactions

between molecules, part of their energy is transformed inÈo radi-

ation. Conversely, radiation can be absorbed by molecules and

converted ínto kinetíc and potential energy' thereby raísing

the temperature of the body. The emission and absorpËion of

thernal radíatíon are goverTled by the Ëempe.åt.rt" and the nature

of the eu:itting or absorbíng substance (Van ltijk and Scholte

Ubing 1963,62).

The sr-rn, uhich is the ultimate source of practically all

of the energy used on the earÈh for physical and biological pro-

cesses, has a surface temperature of about 6000oK, euits approxi-

nately 987" of. íts radiation ín Èhe ¡¿avelength range O.25 - 4'0

microns( ¡, ) and, by Lrienrs Law, has a wavelengËh of 'naximum

emíssion at 0.483 tt . On the other hand, the earth, with a ¡nean

surface temperaiure of about 3OOoK, emits radiation in the range
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3-80 ¡.¿ and, agaín by I'lierr r s Law, has a wavel-ength of maximum

emíssion at 9.66 p . Since the spectral- range for Èhe sun and

earth are almost mutually exclusive, the former source is said to

emit shortl^Iave or solar radiation r¿hile the latter is a source of

longwave or terrestrial radiation.

The rate at which radiation energy falls on a unit area of

a plane surface is the radiant flux densiËy or irradiance and is

distinquíshed from the corresponding irradíation. The latter ís

the time integral of the irradiance or the amount of energy received

by a given area in a specific time interval.

The total energy flux on a surface normal to the stElt s

rays ís about 1400 IfE:2. This value, the so-called solar constafit'

,qras measured in rocket experiments (Laue and Drummond 1968) and is

somer¿hat larger than the value of 1353 l^hn-2 used in the Smíthsonian

Mereorological Tables (List 1966). IÈ is clear that this value is

not ín fact consËant and ís subject to slight variatioris due to

the variable disÈance betl,/een the earth 
"o¿ 

à. sun and also to

changes in solar activiÈy.

on a fiE-rizontal surface at the top of the atmosphere the

radiation intensity (iO) is proportional to cos O , where the

zenith angle O ís the angle between the íncidenÈ solar rays and

the direction aormal to the surface. Hence:

cos O (1)

solar constant. The zenith angle depends upon the

rA=ro

is thewhere I
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geographical latitude ( ö ), the sunrs declinatíon ( ô ). and the

solar hour angle (H; H=0 at solar noon). Therefore IO can be

compuÈed as follows: tA = to 
[ "irrÔ 

sín ô * cosÕcos ð"o" nln-2 Q)LJ
v¡here O-2 i" a correctional term for the eliptical naËure of the

earthrs orbit such that:

D-2 = 1 + 0.0335 cos (6.28 d1365) (3)

where d is the day of the year and (6.28 d1365) is an angle in

radians.

Eqr:ation (1) is only valid fo:: positíve values of cos O .

The interval of time that cos O is posiËive is the length of day

and when the ríght hand side is negative I¡ = 0. Annual fluctuations

in day length result frou changes ín the sunr s declínation ô . For

the northern hemísphere the value of ô reaches a minimr.m (-n.4o)

on December 22nð., a rn¡xímum (+n.4o) on June 21st and, at the

equínoxes, it is zero. Fínal1y, Í-n order to obtain Ëhe total

radíant energy received over a given period.IO must be inËegrated

with respect to time over the period in quesÈiott.

On a horizontal surface at the earth-atmosphere ínterface

the radiation intensity is given by:

rE=rsinÉ+D (4)

where'Ii is the total radiation received; I is the irradiance of

the direct beam, entering aË solar elevatíon p ; D is the di-ffuse

irradiance from sky and clouds. The depth of atmosphere traversed

by the solar beam is expressed by an air mass nuuber (ro). At sea

1eve1r E = 1 when the sun is directly overhead (i.e. É = 90o).
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From ß = 9Oo down to about 0 = 10o Ëhe path is longer and the

relationship m = l-/sin p holds. Apart from the effects of

solar elevat.ion on the receípt of radíation at the surface there

is also the effect. of atmospheric atÈenuation to be consídered.

AËmospheric attenuaÈion occurs as a result of reflection, scatÈeríng

and absorption.

Absorption by atmospheric gases and r^7ater vapour is

wavelength specific. For example, ozone absorption occurs

m¡inly in Èhe ultraviolet region (0.2 - 0.33¡¿) and to a much

smaller extent in the visíble band. Absorption in the ultraviolet

region is exËreuely important to biologieal processes as excess

doses of this radiatíon are lethaI.

scattering Ís caused by the gas molecules of the atmosphere

(nayleigh scatËering), and by large particles such as dust., aerosols

etc. (Itie scaËtering). The for,mer is inversely proportíonal- to

the fourth power of the wavelength whil-e the latter ís inversely

proportional to the r¡avelength.

Refleetíon in the atmosphere ís principally by clouds but'

unlike absorptíon and scattering, reflection ís almost índependent

of wavelength.

(ii) Photosynthetically Active Radiation

It is clear from Ëhe above discussíon that when incorning

radiaÈion reaches the earth's surface it has not only changed in

quantity but Ea]' also have changed in spectra.l quality- Not all

wavelengths of shortrvave radiation are potentially productive in
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crop growth processes: The relationship between photosynthesís

and íncoming shortwave irradiance is best eval-uated by consideration

of that portion of Èhe shortwave irradiance which is photosyn-

theticall-y actíve i.e. photosynthetically active radiation (P.A.R.).

Although the energy contenË of the 0.4 - O.7 p range has been

shov¡n to be the best measure of the flux of P.A.R. (McCree L972),

due to the problems of insÈrumenLation, it is convenient to define

Ëhe ratío of P.A.R. to total shorËwave irradiance as:o.z .3'q
v = .[ E\d^ / / r^a^ (s)

. 0.3 , 0.3
where EÀdÀ- is an enðrþy coritent of a wavelength ínterval dÀ

at À , with À in microns(Szeícz \974). Due to an absence of

direct measuremenÈs of P.A.R. on a large scale several approxi-

mations to the above ratio have been proposed. An early analysis

by Moon (1940) obËained a ratio of 0.45 while Yocum et al (1964)

have reported that the 0.4 - O.7 p spectral range consËitutes

477" of the response of an Eppley pyranometer. A variable ratío

from 0.47 on clear days to 0.58 in very heaþ overcasË r.ras

obtained in New Zeal.and by McCree (1966). Variable ratios have

also been reported by Britton and Dodd (1976), Szeicz (L974)

and Yefiroova (1971), the two latter studies opting for an

overall mean value of 0.50. Assuming that the ratio of P.A.R.

to total shorrwave irradiance is 0.50 and confining analysis Èo

the visible spectrum, the quantum intensity of sunlight can be

compured as follows (Monteirh 1965 , 245) z

At vavelength À , the amount of energy per quanËr:m is

hc/ À ¡,zhere h is Planckts consËant (6.63 x 10-30 ,") and c is
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the velocity of light (3 x 108 r "." 
-1¡. If the energy ín a

waveband dÀ is E^ dÀ , the nr:mber of quanta in this waveband

ís E ¡ d À /nc. Integrating for the whole vísíble spectrrm'

the nr¡mber of quanta per unit energy is:

O17 .O;7l'_ I r (6)
L/nc lã,r,ax/ / e,,ax = -llh.

o:4 " 'o!¿ ^
where ã ís the mean wavelengÈh in the range 0.4 - O.7 p

weighted by energy. Assuming -l = 0.553 ¡.c and given thaË one

Einstein is N quanta (N = 6.02 x tO23 is Avagadrots number) then

ã /tr. = 4.63 Ei¡rsteins il ot alÈernatively hc/l = 0.2L7

' IulJ Einstein -1 .

Using Èhe results of the above

an approximatíon to the work of Loomis

theoretical maximr:m vield as a function

be calculated:

Assr¡me a surface receipË of 2O MJ

energy ( a realístic sunrmer value for the

corresponds with approximately 10 t"u n -2

compuËaÈions and following

and !üilliams (1963) , a

of Íncoming radiatíon can

-2 -1m d or r-ncoml-ng

study area). This

-1d - of P.A.R. Since

one joule of incoming radiatíon conËains 4.61 ¡r Einsteins, on

average, the total quanta for l0 MJ would be 46.1 Einsteio" t -2.

I{ith a mean visible albedo of L4% (Wang 1963, 81) and an inactive

absorption loss of 1O%, the remaíning quanta available for photo-

slmthesis r"'ouId be 35.1 Einsteirr" r -2. Taking the quantr:m

requirement for photosynthesis as l-0,then 3.5 moles of carbo-

hydrate (CE2O) would be produced for every square meter. Eowever,

with a respiration loss of one-third of the phoËosynthetic rate
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net productíon of. CH2O !¡ou1d be 2.3 moles r-2 or, Èakíng 30 g

--1-2mole OrO, this would be 70 B,.m

If Èhis neÈ productivity represents 15671- J- tI stored

in carbon compounds, then 1.1 Ifi r -2 d -1 of shortwave

radiation ends up in the biomass. ThÍs represents 5.57" of the

total shortwave irradiance or aboux LL"/" of the energy received

as P.A.R. These figures are the same as those given by Hal1-

(L976) who used a different method of computaÈÍon.

Actual values of net productivity and phoÈosynthetic

efficíency are found to be very much lower than the above esti-

mates would suggest (Lemon L969). Many factors can limit prímary

productivity and it requíres that only one of them be greatly

different from the optimr:m for productívity to decline, It could

be argued that Ëhe radiatíon clímate of an area is the most

important of Ëhese factors yeË it also tends to recèive the least

attention. lhe followÍng sectíons aËtempt to rectify the latter

for the study area.

(b) Specific topics

(i) Solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere

Solar radiation at normal incidence aË the top of Èhe

atmosphere måy be considered as the gross energy inpuÈ at Èhe

latitude of the study area. Table 2.1, computed from data given

in Russelo et aj. (L974) and Chang (1971), gÍves mean daily and

monthly totals of solar radíation at each of four degrees of

latitude for Ëhe surrmer monËhs, as well as at the equaÈor for

comparison.
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TABLE 2.1-: }ÍEAN DAILY AND MONTHLY TOTA].
SOLAR RADIATION AT THE TOP OF lfIE ATMOSPB ÌERE FOR .

THE SLTMMER MONTHS i 52o - 55oN AND AT THE EQUATOR (r'r"1,.ù?i).

LATITI]DE (N) MAY JT]NE JT]LY AUG. SEPT. MAY-SEPT.

550
Daily Mean 38.3 42.L 4O.3 33.7 24.4
Monthly Total 1188.4 t264.3 L25O.8 1044.0 733.2 5480.8

\LO-Dailv Mean 38.5 42.2 40.5 34.0 24.9
Monthly Total 1Lg4.2 7265.9 1254.4 l-053.4 748.1 5516-0

530
DaÍly Mean 38.7 42.2 40.6 34.3 25.4
Monthly Total 1200. O L267.5 1257.9 tO62.7 762.7 5550-8

520
Daily Hean 38.9 42.3 4O.7 34.6 25.9
Monthly Total L205.5 1269.O L26L.3 1071.6 777.2 5584.7

00
Daily Mean 35.5 34.2 34.6 - 36.3 37.9
Monthly Total 1100.0 1025.8 1072.9 LI25.6 1138.0 5463.8
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In all- months, mean daí1y val-ues increase from north to

south in the latítude of the study area. ?eak daíly values for

the study area occur in June where, at 52oN, a value of 42.6 MJ

-):m - is reached on the 19th. Daily receipts decline rapidly on

eíther side of the peak value. By the end of September at 52oN,

energy supply has been reduced by 5O7". This decline ís more

marked at higher latitudes

MonËh1y total- radiatíon receipts foll-ow the pattern shown

for mean daíly values, reaching a maximr¡m in June and declining

sharply towards the equinoxes.

May to September totals, which characÈerise the growing

season in the area, are also shown in Table 2.1. ûver the five

roonth period gross energy receipts declíne slightly from south

to norËh. At 55oN latitude, the summer (May Èo SeÞtenber) total

-2of 5480.8 ìl^In - compares favourably wÍÈh an equatorial value of
_?

5463.8 ìl^I m - over the same period. However, in winter, while

the energy supply aÈ Oo latitude remaíns relatively constant' a

reduction by as much as 85iZ in daily values occurs at 55oN. This

serves to illustrate the pronounced seasonality in energy

supply experienced at the latitude of the study area.

(ii) Global radiation, measurement and estimation

Of raore direct. signíficance for agriculture than solar

radiaËion at the top of the atmosphere is the amounË of radiaËion

per unit area reaching a horizontal surface at vegetation height

both direcËI¡;' :nfl diffusely, vía reflectíon and scattering, herein
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refered to as global- radiation. Global radiatíon is importanü

Èo ecophysíologícal studies as it is the source of energy used

in evapotra¡¡spíratíon and photosynthesis. AccuraËe measurements

of this component of the radiaËion balance are especíall-y

ímportant for planníngi¡¡igation projects and when assessíng

the water requirements and yield of many crops.

Direct measurements of global radíaËion are sti1l uade

at comparatfvely few locatíons in Manitoba and Saskatchewan

(table 2.2). Of the six stations having radiation records in

the two provínces only The Pas Airport maÍntains currenÈ records

and lies wiËhin the belt from 52o - 55olt. Table 2.3 presents

monËhly mean gIobal radiation for The Pas A. The pronounced

seasonal variat.íon is inrmediately evident and expected from

prior consideraËion of the sol-ar radiation regime at this lati-

tude. Eowever, peak values do not always occur in June rvhen

solar receipts are at a maximum and there is considerable vari-

ation for any month from year to year. These factors are due

to dífferential atmospheríc attenuatíon of the direct and

diffuse components oD a day to day basis.

Global radiation records aÈ The Pas A. are of short

duration relative to the optirouu of 30 years suggested for

clímatological purposes (I^I.M.O. 1960). NeverËheless, on a daily

basís, records for this station are considered to be of an adequate

length to derive a relationship for estimating global radiaÈion

receípts frou duration of bright sunshine records; one of the

best wa-vs to obtai-n such an estimate (Stanhill 1965: BenneËt 1969).
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TABLE 2.2: STATIONS L,IITH RADIATION RECORIS IN

MANITOBA AND SASKATCHEI,JAN

STATION LOCATION RXCORD LENGTII TYPE OF RECOP.D

Churchill 4.,
Man.

The Pas 4.,
Man.

f{innipeg A.,
Man.

Saskatoon NRC,
Sask. *

Bad Lake IDH
IO2, Sask.

Swift Current
CDA, Sask.

ss45r,l g+o4w - 1961

sg58u

¿g54rq

toto6w

L949
L964

L972

T96L
L976

1953

L97L

glr4w

szoSrq too38w

st19n togZ4w

so16n tol44w Lgsg -

L967

Globa1 Solar
Global Solar and
net Radiati-on

Global Solar

Global Solar
Sky Radiation

_Global Solar

Global Solar,
Reflected Solar

and Net Radiation

Globa1 Solar

* No siuirlt¡neous bright sunshine records.



YEAR JAN.

L972 M

1973 3.39

L974 3.73

L975 2.93

L976 2.97

TABLE 2.3: MONTHLY MEÀN GLOBAL RADIATION AT THE pAS A. (MJ xn-2 d-1)

FEB.

M

7.00

7.2L

7.L6

7.04

I'ÍAR.

M

r.r_. 9 3

L2.6L

l_3.87

L3.28

APRIL

M

16. 93

L9.96

L7.60

18. 06

MAY

M

22,83

L7.60

18. 56

22.7L

JI]NE

M - Period before

NA - Not availabl-e

M

L7,47

22.00

L9.44

L9.27

JULY

M

20,24

20.66

2r.28

22.08

AUG.

16. 80

18. 39

L6.34

l_5. s0

r-8. 14

observatfons began

at time of anal-ys1-s

SEPT.

r0.47

L2,70

1-0.64

10. 35

13. 4 r_

ocT.

6.28

5. 82

6.95

6.87

NA

Nov.

2.5L

2.85

3. 35

3.64

NA

DEC.

2. 85

2.64

2.L4

2.5L

NA

N)
H
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Bright sunshíne data is treated more fully ín Section (b)

(Ív).

The first proposal of such a relationshíp came from

Ãngströn G924), whose equation took the general fofm:

Q=Qo(a+bn/N) (7)

.lJhere Q is the actual receípt of incomíng, direct and diffuse,

shortwave radíation; Qo is the total sol-ar radíatÍon received on

a horizontal surface at ground level with clear skies; n is the

ntmber of hours of bright su:rshine (bright being undefined) and

N is the daylength in hours. The constants a and b vary according

to season and location. R,g"trör (Lg24), for example, obtained

the values a = O.25, b = 0.75 for weekly readings at Stockhohn,

r¿hile Fríxz and MacDonald (1949) have used the values a = 0.35,

b = 0.61 in the Uníted States. Several workers have found this

form of the equation most useful (Kínball a¡rd Hand ig¡O r Hamon eË

aL 1954: Ganesan 197O: Dogniaux L974) but most studies have incor-

porated the modified fornat where Qo is replaced by Qe, the total

radiation received at Èhe top of the atmosphere (Angotts value).

The use of Q^ facilitates conparíson between stations and, unlike-A

Qo, values of Q^ are available in tables. In this case the equation

ís expressed as:

Q=Q¿,(a+bn/N) (8)

Since the compuÈed values of the constants a and b vary

widely beËween stations, numerous studíes of their velues have been

undertaken (see Linacre A967, 73-76: Chang L97I, 22-23). Values

obËained in other Canadian studies are given in Table 2.4.



TAßLE 2.4: CANADIAN BSTIMATES OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETI,{EEN

GLOBAL RANIATION AI{D HOURS OF BRIGHT ST]NSHINE

Mateer (1955)'k

Bafer and Robertson (fg6S)*i.

Driedger and Catchpol-e (1970) +

Sel-írlo et al (1971-)l+

Present SËudy

SOUIICB

* uslng summer monthly means'and the orfgínal Angstrom equatlon

'tr< 856 dafJ-y observatfons during Ëhe growfng season.

* Dally val-ues L950 ' Lg67, uslng ortiínat Angsrrom equation.

+ 400 daily observations from four seasons wíth a sampl-e of. 20 peï season

LOCATION

6 Statlons

0ttawa/Edmonton

I,trinnÍpeg

Guelph

The Pas A.

tat VALUE

0. 35

0.25

0.23 - 0.51

0.23

0.26

IbI VALUE

0.68

o.62

0.41 - 0.76

0.57

0.50

CORR. COEFF.

0. 93

0.92

0. 84

0,92

0. 90

for five years.

¡\)
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The Pas Airport climatological station, l-ocated at latíËude

53058'N, longitude 101-0 06t w, at an elevaËion of 273 meters

above M.S.L., r,ras the recording siËe of all global radiation and

bright sunshine data used in thís analysÍs. Data collected in

the Canadian cl-imatologÍcal statíon network is published by the

Atmospheric Environment Servíce, Environment Canada (previously

the MeteorologÍcal Branch of the Canadian Department of Transport)

in the form of uonthly srnnmaries. From these sr¡mmaries, daí1-y values

of Q and n \ùere obtained for the period 16th July L972 to 37st

September L976. Q values are measured by a KÍpp pyra4omeËer while

bríght sunshine is measured by a Canpbell-Stokes sunshine recorder.

Daíl-y values of Qa and N were obtained from Russelo et al (1974),

a source wt¡ich eliminates the need for graphic interpolaËion

between points aad therefore has advantages over the more cot'*only

used Smithsonían Meteorological Tables (l,ist 1966). 
- In toËal,

1445 usable observatíon pairs were available. MissÍng Q values

occur when the instrumenË is being recalibrated or r,¡hen obstruction

of the recording surface reduces significantly the nuuber of

hourly recordings. I,Ihen a small part of a day has no record the

daily total is estimated and the entry is marked as such in the

monthly surmary. Very few daily sunshine recordings were missing

save for the absence of publ-ished values in June L975.

Flexibilíty ín the analysís of Èhe daLa was achieved usÍng

progrâm BIÍDPIR of the Biomedical (BMDP) package series (Díxon 1975).

This simple regression program facílitated computatíon of regression

equations cnr an all-data, annual , monthly and, for the srulmer months,
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10 day basis. Early examination of the graphic output given by

the program revealed that ouËliers were not associated with esti-

mnËed radiation values. The inclusíon of estimates Ín all subsequent

analyses was therefore consídered to be appropriate.

The constants derived in Èhe analysis of the relationshÍp

between Q/QO and n/N are given for an annual- and all--data basis ín

Table 2.5. Surprisingly 1ittle variatíon in either constant occurs

from year to year and each year analysed approximates well with

the mean annual values. This would tend to Índicate that a general

value for a and b can be obtained from a small number of years of

data at any site with appropriate records.

Several modificatíons to Equation B have been proposed

to improve the signíficance of the statístical relationship. In a

dry monsoonal environment, FitzpaÈrick and SËern (1965) for¡nd that I

the exclusion of values where n/N = 0 and a hyperboiic relationship

gave a better fit for their data. However, as can be seen from

Table 2.5, tlre computation of a second mean annual regression

equation r*rich excluded values where é¡U = O díd not. improve Ëhe

estimate of the relationship and a hyperbolic relationship was

deemed to be inappropriate in this case.

Using daÈa from t¡.¡o BrÍtísh stations Collingbourne (1976)

has sho¡¡n that the use of a pol-ynomial curve does not add useful

extra precision wìeen cornposed r¿ith a linear regression 1ine, a

conclusion also reached by de Vries (in de Boer 1961, 539). Glover

and McCulloch (1958 a,b) analysed daíly observations from sevetr

staÈíons for periods ranging from Èwo Ëo nine years. I{hile values



TABLE 2.5: ANNUAL AND MEAN

TtlB RELATIONSHIP Q = QO (a+t

YBAR

]-972

L973

r974

L975

L976

L972 - 76{,

L972 - 76+

NO. OF
OBSERVATIONS

160

35l_

346

324

264

L44s

1L9 3

ANNUA], VALUES OF THE CONSTÆ{TS TN

t/n) 
FOR THE PAs A. , LgTz - Lg76

CONSTANTS
ab

0.236

0.270

0.263

0.264

0.267

0.262

0.285

All dara lncLuded

Values where t/N = 0 omítted

0. 503

0.497

0.498

0.500

0. 49s

0.500

0 .467

TURBTDITY
a*b--t

0.739

0.767

0.76L

0.764

0.762

0.762

0.752

CORR. COEFF.

0. 918

0.902

0.874

0. 910

0,920

0.903

0. 879

STD. ERROR OF
ESTIMATE

0.072

0.082

0.089

0.077

0. 065

0.079

0.071

N)
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of b were essentially constant from statÍon to station, they found

that a varied with l-atitude, @ . They proposed an equation:

Q/Qo = 0.29 cos Õ + 0.52 n/N (e)

This equatíon has noÈ been wídel-y accepted. Nor has a

proposal by Swartnan and Ogunlade (1967 ) to íncorporate a huníd-

ity parameter.

Returning Èo Table 2.4, xt,e mean annual values obtained in

the present study can be compared with those from other Canadian

analyses. Although iË would appear at firsË that the results

differ greatly, this is probably due to differences in the data

base and the method of analysis used. Mateer (1955) used the
o

original Angström equatíon and sr¡mmer uonthly means for radiation

and sunshine data. The anal-ysis undertaken by Driedger (1969,

61,-62) suggests that the use of monthly means for universal

application is open to doubt. Baier and Robertson (1965) used

daily observaËions but for the growing season only. Driedger and

Catchpole (1970) found thaË variatíons ín a and b could be

described as parabolic over the períod of a year and that the

least squares estimators of the parameters a and b could be

assessed for any five day period.

The method used by Selírio eÈ al (1971) most closely

approximaËes to the present analysis and also gives the closest

results. The variation in coeffícienË values whích stíl1 exists

euphasises the need for station by station analysis of the global

radiaËion, srnshine duration relaËionship whenever adequate records

are avaíIable.
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On a monthly basis (Table 2.6) it would appear that there

is a seasonal fluctuation in the a and b values for The Pas A. as

noted by Driedger (l-969) for I^Iinnipeg. Thís apparenË trend Ís

confirmedin Figure 2.1, where a pronounced annual cycle and inverse

relatíonship between the coristants ís evídent. The a value depends

upon the level of diffuse radiation which, ín turn, is directly

relaÈed to cloud arrd/or snor^r cover. This is exenplifíed in spring

when mul-tipl-e reflection between snorr cover and cloud base declines

and there is a correspondíng decline Ín the value of a. f,Iith a com-

plete cloud cover Ëhe ratio n/N will- equal zeto and the value of a

will indícate Q/QA. Such a position is hypothetical however as

n/N = 0, although occuring frequently as a daily value, does not

exist as a monthly mean. According to Davies (1965, 362) t}re

value a, "... is to be regarded strictly as an index of the general

displacement of the scatter wiÈh reference to the ordinate from

month Ëo month. tt

The slope of the regression equatÍon-, b, is related to the

attenuation of direcÈ radíation and is apparenÈly also an index of

the latitudinal gradient in the solar radiation, sunshine duration

relationship (Davies 1965). However, the mean annual value of b =

0.500 appears low ufien compared to resulÈs obtained from other

staËions of sÍmilar latitude (Línacre L967, 75-78). Thís may be due

to the continen.tal location of The Pas A.

By seËting n/N = 1 an index of turbídity (t) can be obtained.

Turbidity is defined as any condition of the atmosphere which reduces

iÈs transpare¡.cy to radiation and is a measure of the Èota1 aerosol
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TABLE 2.6 : MONTITLY VAIIIES OF THE
IN TIIE RELATIONSHIP Q = Q^ (a+b

TIIE PAS A., L972 ! tglO

CONSTAI.ITS
n/n) ron

NO. OF
MONTII OBSERVATIONS

CONSTÆ{TS
ab

TURBIDITY CORR. COEFF. STD. ERROR OF

t=a*b ESTIMATE

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Aprí1

May

Jr:ne

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

Lzt

104

118

116

119

84

139

151

142

T2T

113

tL7

0.318 0.460

0.387 0.375

0.391 0.427

o.277 0.542

o .227 0.550

0.185 0.557

0.199 0.534

o.207 0. s17

0.185 0.605

0.208 0.522

o .243 0.475

0.302 0.449

o.778

0.762

0.81-8

0. 8l_9

o.777

o.742

0.733

0.724

o.790

0.730

0. 718

0. 751

0.91_5

o.9L7

0. 931

0.940

0. 940

o.944

o.944

o.94s

0.965

0.920

0.913

0.884

0. 068

0.051

0.o52

0. 064

0.064

0.065

0.054

0.053

0.052

0.073

0. 065

o.o79
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Annual varíation of regression constanÈs a and
b linking global radiation and surishíne duration
(for daily Ëotals) aÈ The Pas A, L972-L976, t=a*b.
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Fig. 2.1
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ín a column of atmosphere, the term usually applyíng

free portion of the atmosphere. Seasonal- variations

a cloud-

monthly t

values (Figure 2.1) nay be apparent rather: than real. Peak t

values Í-n spring and autr¡mn may be the result of increased atmos-

pheric transmission but it is noË obvíous why this should occur

at these times. tr{hile it ís difficult to be concl-usive about

variabílity ín monthly t values, it is clear that stability

characterises annual values (TabJ-e 2.5). I'or the data as a whole

t = 0.762 was obtained which, a1-though considerably lower than the

value of 0.87 obtained by Baier and Robertson (1965), agrees r¡ell

with both Selirio et al (197I); who derived a value of t = O.77 f.or
oGuelph, and Ãngstrijn (1957) who found an aveïage value of t = 0.75.

In Èhis case n/N = 1 is also hypothetical, not only as a monthly

mean but also on a dailv basis sínce the Campbell - Stokes sunshine

recorder has a variable lower threshold recording level whích, on

average, is 130 I{n -2. This in facË means that the sunshine

recorder fails to register bright sunshine when the sunts elevation

above the horizon is less than about 30 which consËitutes a con-

siderable portíon of the day during urinÈer months. It is possible

to correct daylength values to take this fact into account.

In addition, 10 day values for a and b have been calculated

and the results are presented ín labJ-e 2.7. Comparably high corre-

lation coefficients v¡ith those obtained for monthly groupings would

appear to justify coloputations for the shorter period. As expected,

a and b values fluctuate around Ëhose obtained from uonËhly groupings.

Ëo

1n
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TÆLE 2.7: 10 DAY VA],UES OF THE CONSTÆ{TS IN THE
RELATIONSHIP Q = Q^ (a+b n/N) FOR THE pAS A.

(SUMMER MONTFS ONLY) , L972 - 1976.

PERIOD
NO. OF

OBSERVATIONS
CONSTAì{TS
ab

TI]RSIDITY
t=a*b

CORR. COEFF. STD. ERROR OF

ESTIMATE

May
b10

LL-2O
2L-37

June
1_-10

LL_2O
2L-30

July
1-10

LL_2O
2L-31-

Aug.
1-10

LL-z0
2L-3t

Sept.
1-10

LL_2O
2L-30

37
40
42

29
26
29

40
45
54

49
43
50

48
48
55

0.267 0.505
o.2L2 0.588
0.206 0.556

0.220 0.5t2
0.153 0.581
0. t_63 0.597

0.160 0.576
0.223 0.504
o.r92 0.552

o.235 0.494
0.210 0.507
0.186 0.539

0.187 0.590
0.171 0.626
0.193 0.604

o.772
0. 800
0.762

o.732
o.734
o.760

o.736
o.727
0.744

o.729
0.7]-7
o.725_

o.777
o .797
o.797

0. 948
o.945
0.940

0.9L7
o.94l.
o.975

0. 948
0.928
0. 961

0.901
0.969
0. 958

0.977
0.962
0.959

0.057
0.067
0. 063

0.068
o.074
0.046

0.048
0.065
0. 046

0.065
o.042
0.049

o.o42
0.058
0. 05s
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TASLE 2.8: MONTHLY GLOBAL RADIATION ESTIMATES
FOR PRINCE A],BERT A. AND ACTUAL MEASUREMENTS

AT TIIE PAS A. (u.r n-2 ¿-1¡

MONTH Qð̂

t/n narto
(30 YR. AVc.)

GLOBAL

RADIATION
THE PAS A.

EST. MEAST]RED

Jan.

Feb.

l"far.

April

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

7.49

13.03

2L.58

31. 10

38.79

42.25

40. s8

34.28

25.42

L6.24

9.17

6. 11

0. 365

o.429

o.453

0.520

0.541

o.520

0.598

o.597

o.54s

0.44L

o.3r2

o.297

3.64

7.L4

L2.6L

L7.38

20.35

20.05

2L.03

L7.68

13.08

7.L2

3.59

2.66

3.26

7.L2

L2.83

18. 13

20.50

l-9.70

.20.88
17.00

11.59

6.51

3. 05

2.5r

QA - "o1"r radiatÍon on a horizontal surface
aËmosphere at 53oN.

aË Èhe top of the

n
tlIì

- hours of bright sunshine

- daylength
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Given a sufficiently J_ong períod of data, variations ín a and b

can be studied as a functÍon of time for shorter periods as in the

work of Dríedger (1969).

In order to íllustrate application of the estimatÍon pro-

cedure, sunshine records for Prince Albert A. have been used (see

also Sec. (b) (iv)). The results of the couputaËions along with

30 year n/N ratios and QO values for 53oN are shom ín Table 2.8.

The annual cycle of values closeLy approximat.es recorded values

for The Pas A. Rel-ativel-y high global radiation values are attained

from April to August but not all- of this energy will be avaÍlable

for crop growth. In Apríl a sígnificant proportion wÍl1 be con-

sumed in snow me1È, evaporation and soíl heat flux so the remaining

energy available for warming Ëhe air and for phoËosynthesis will be

considerably reduced. Clearly Ëhe net energy avaílable for each of

these processes ís of fundamenËal importance. IÈ ís to Ëhís com-

ponent of Èhe radiation balance, neË radiation, Ëhat attention ís

now tuEled.

(iii) The estimation of neË radiation

Net radíation can be defined as the dífference between the

dor^mward flux of shorËwave global radiation and longwave sky radiatíon,

on the one hand, and the reflecËed shortwave radiation plus outgoing

terrestrial radiation, on the oËher (e.g. Rosenberg Lg74, 32). This

can be expressed algebraically as:

QN=Q-aQ*RLt -*L,t (10)

Where Q*. ir the net radiatíon; Q is global radiation; a is the

reflection coefficient (shortwave albedo); RLy and R¡^ are the

incoming and outgoing longwave radiation respectively.
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The 1-ongwave component,s, which are extrenely dífficult to

measure, are often combined to:

R,=& _p (11)lr ¡. â 'LV

where R, is Èhe effective ouËgoing longwave radiation. CombiningL

equations 10 and 11 we obtain:

Q,, = (1 -a) Q - R (oz¡
I\-L

In the absence of siËe measurements ari example of Ëhe

magniËude of the net radiatíon componenÈ in the daily energy bal-

ance ís appropriate and one is given in Table 2.9. Al-mosË 6O7" of

the g1oba1 radiation reaching the surface is available as net

radíation and, although the portions into whích thÍs net energy

will be divíded varíes appreciably under differenÈ situationg actual

values measured over a barley crop under c1-ear, dry, sun¡mer con-

ditíons in England are a1-so given. Iong et aI (1964) also shorred

that the value for expendíture in heating the aÍr was positive

during the uiddle of the day (air gaining heat) and negative ín

early morníng and late afÈernoon (aír supplying heat). The daily

total r¿as -1.09 l,il' ,? i.". the aÍr supplied heat Ëo the crop.

Of the two statíons recording net radiation in Manitoba

and Saskatchewan (Table 2.2), neíËher líes within the area of

interest and one station, Churchill 4., lies a considerable

distance out.side Ëhe current and potential agricultural area.

Thís shorËage of net radiatÍon data ís partíally attribuÈable to

the fact that dírect insËrrmental measurements of net radiation is

eveD more difficult to achieve Èhan with globa1 radíation.

Available evidence (Latimer 1963: Boyd and Reynolds 1963: Holmes
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TÆLE 2.9: THE DAILY RADIATION BALANCE MEAST]RXD

OVER A BARLEY CROP: ROTHAI'ISTED JIILY 23rd L963

(ADAPTED FROM LONG et al Lg6;,4)

INCOME

Incomíng energy at top of atmosphere

Global radiatíon at surface

Loss by reflection

Loss by reradiaËion

Net radiation income

USE AT SIIRÏ'ACE

Expenditure as evaporation

trExpen¿1¿urett ín heating air

Expenditure ín heating soil

l,l¡ r-2¿-1

39.9L

20.57

4.90

3. 39

L2.28 *

t2.L9

- 1.09

L.L7

L2.27 x

* Difference due to ror:nding errors ín conversion.
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and I^latson 1967) ten<ís to conf irm the assertíon that a satisfactory

and widely acceptable instrumenË for neasuring net radiation has

yet to be desí.gned (F.A.O. et aL L967, 180). A significant pro-

portíon of publj.shed data on net radiation continues to be from

spora.dic observations i-n conjunclion wíth specÍ-fic experimental

work. This wídespreaci shortage of net radiatícn data has pronpted the

derívation of several equations which attenpt to estimate net

radiation from more readily available clj.matíc ð.a.ta, as well as

relationships expressing net radiation as a linear function of

global radiation

Of the empirícal formulae, the Penman equaËíon is probably

the best knornrn (Penman L948, 139). Assuming a constant albedo, the

solutíon of this formula requíres data on global radíation,

bright sunshíne duration, air temperature and humidity. Penman's

equation reads:

QN= (1-a)Q - orr4(0.s6-0.ooae"Z) (0.1+0.9 n/N)

where ø is Stefan-Boltzmann's constant (4.93x10-9ot.l t-2

the screen temperature in degrees Kelvin (oC + 273); .,

screen vapour pressure (Pa).

The four variables required to solve thís equation are not

available for many climatologieal stations. By making appropriate

assumptions, Linacre (19682L969) has attempted to deal wíth this

problem by deriving a serÍes of expressions for net radiation r.¡ith

íncreasing símplíciËy of estimatúon but apparently without severe

loss of accuracy. Four of the ten expressions derived by Linacre

(L969, 61-63) are given below:

(13)

-1¿ *)i Tr

is the



QN= (1-a)Q - 16x10-4 (0.2+0.s n/N) (100-T)

QN= (l-a)Qo (a+bn/N) - 16xlo-4(o .2+o.B n/N) t(a+bnlN) (100-1.roü

Qro= (1-a)Q - 16x10-a 
Itoo-O(102-1.2A+0.006h)]

0 .2-0.8a/b)

Qr= -(l:9)lrter-9.99Ð _ 32x10-5 (100_r)
lt-+^to
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(L4)

100+0.006h -QA

(ls)

(0.8Q/bQA +

(16)

+ 4(r+0.006h) J(17)
6Qa G02-r.2A)J

where each symbol is as previously stated and T is the screen

temperatur" (oc); h ís the altirude (n); and A is the artirude Ín

degrees. Values of Q and QO must be ín "al .r-2 ,io-l.

Again, assuming a constant albedo, equation 14 has three

variables (g1oba1 radiation, bright sunshine, tenperature) while

the remaining expressíons each involve only one climatic variable

(bright sunshine, global radiation and temperature respectively).

The choice of a value for the reflectíon coeffícíentrn,

is open to consíderable debate. shortwave albedo varies with the

season, with the nature of the ground cover, and with the time

of day.

Marked as)¡mmetry is a characteristic of the diurnal d.is-

tríbution of reflecrion coefficient values (Nkendirim L972).

Nkemdirim (7973, 233) stresses that, "The dependence of albedo on

zenith angle has been widely recognised but the dependence of the

values on period of day has not received the attentíon it deserves

in the literature.tt Ho\nreveï, for present purposes, the adoption
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of average values is justífied by Ëhe scale of analysfs and the

lack of site measurements.

From measurements over a variety of crop surfaces Monteith

(1959) has shovm that a is close to 0.25 when a complete vegeÈative

cover is present. Sinilar values have been reported in subsequent

work by the same author (Monteith anð, Szeie 1961-: 1-962) as well

as by FríËschen (L967) in Arízona and Idso et al (1969) in ltinnesota.

However, Graham and Kíng (1961) hgve reported much lower values ín

Ontario as have Fitzpatrick and Stern (1965) in a dry monsoonal

area and Decker (1966) in Missouri.

Kr¡nB eË al (L964) have made airborne measurements of short-

wave albedo from northern Mexico to above the Arctíc Circle in

Canada. They for-rrd that during the sr¡mmer season values of c

were about 0.18 with líttle variaÈion from north to south. In

wi¡ter, on the other hand, when a snor¡r cover r.las present, the

meridlqnal profile of shortwave albedo values was uarkedly skewed.

The presence or absence of snow determínes t¡e greatest variaÈions

of albedo and best illustrates Ëhe effect of the surface reflectíon

coefficient oD. net radiation. McFadden and Ragotzkíe (1967) used

measured changes in shortwave albedo to estimate sensible heat

transfer to the atmosphere duríng the period of rapid snow dis-

appearance over central Canada in the spríng of 1963. Values of

shortr¿ave albedo recorded for the sumner months vrere very similar to

those quoted for Kung et aI (1964).

Judging from Èhe above sËudies a sunmer monthly mean

reflecËion coefficíent value of 0.20 r¿ould appear to be realistic for
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the study area. This value r^ras found by Linacre (1969, 67-68) to

reduce Ëo:'.zero the bias resuJ-ting from the use of equation 14

with weekly mean data.

The alËernatíve to empirical formulae, which use other

clímatic data for estimating net radiatíon, is the derivation of a

relationship between net radiatíon and global radiation. Fleíscher

(1953) was the fírst to recognise such a relationship but its imp-

._$..æpgqation¡ may be attTíbuted to Monteith and Szeicz (L96L). The

development of this approach involves the defínitive radiation

balance equation (equat.ion lI2) arrð, two linear approximations:

Q* : cQ-d (18)

11
QN = .- (1- a ) Q-d- (19)

11where c and c are regression coefficients and d and d* are

constants. Values for c and d have been derived for several

locations (see Chang L97L, 372 Rosenberg 1974, 37): Given the

importance of shortwave albedo in determining net radiation, it may

appear obrríous to assume thaË equation 19, r+hich íncludes a reflecËíon

coefficient term, would produce a better regression of net radiation

on global radiaËÍon than equatÍon 18 which does not include such a

tern. Apparently this is noÈ the case. Both Fritschen (1967) and

Idso (1968) have questioned the value of incorporating a shortr¿ave

albedo ters in the predietor whí1e Davíes and Buttinor (1969, 373)

in an analysis of data from Simcoe, southern Ontario assert that,

"...there is no advantage Èo incorporaËing albedo in the linear

relationship betr.'een Det and net shorËwave radiation. " In an

earlíer paper, DavÍes (L967) amalgamated data from 14 globally
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distributed meteorological and research statíons, including six

from Canada, Ëo obtain an overall regression equation:

Q*,= 0.617 Q-1.01 (Iil 'n-2 ¿-1) (20)
I\

An exÈremely high correlatíon coefficient was obtained

(r=0.99) despite the range ín types of cover and climate experienced

at. each of the st.ations. The consÈant d was for¡nd to increase when

the negative values of net radiation recorded at night were íncluded

but the coefficient c \¡ras vírtually independent of the perÍod of

inËegration.

In order to obtain a working estimate of net radiation for

the study area six of the above equations (equaËions 13r 1-4r 15,16,

L7, 20) have been evaluated using daily data from The Pas A. The

results (Table 2.LOa) are presented as monthly uean values in MJ

-? -1:=.r0 -d *. Table 2.10b lists the variables involved in each estimation

procedure.

In the absence of site measurements for comparison it is

difficult Ëo make precise statements about the relative merits of

each of Èhe methods used to estimate net radiation. However, some

general observations can be made.

Equation 17, which uses only temperature as a variable,

gives results which are very much higher than Ëhose of the other

equations. In a corrparison between his estimation procedures and

measured net radiation values Linacre (1969, 64) states that equation

L7, tt...is the least accurate in almost every case ...tt. This large

positive deviation results from using Ëhe approximation:

1 = Q(102-1.24) -0.006h (2L)
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TABLE 2.LOa: COMPARISONS

OF NEl RADIATION FOR

(ìt-I n

MONTHLY ESTI}ÍATES

1972 - L976

OF SI]MMER

THE PAS A.
-2 a-L)

PENMAN

EQ. 13
LINACRE
EQ. L4

LINACRE LINACRE
EQ. ]_s EQ. L6

LINACRE DAVIES
EQ. L7 EQ. 20

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

9.89

10.68

r0.62

7.90

4.04

LO.74

11.04

LL.22

8.33

4.34

10.80

10.20

10.98

7.84

4.04

r_0. 86

L0.62

10. 86

7.84

4.04

8.75

14.06

16.83

L3.64

6.03

TL.64

1l_.16

1l_.89

9.47

6.15

TABLE 2.10b: VARIABLES INVOLVED IN EACH

ESTIMATION PROCEDURE

EQ. ìiO. VARIABLES USED

13

T4

15

16

L7

20

T

T

T

n

n

n

a-
n-

g1oba1 radiation

daily bright srnshine

air temperaËure

vapour pressure

T-

eo-
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which does not al-low for the lag between temperature and the annual

radiation changes.

DespíËe the claim by Davies (1967, 115) that, "They (l-ínear

relationships between net and global radiatíon) are preferable to

the empírícal formulae ín co 'non use which are very rough approxi-

ñâtions at best ... r" the use of equatíon 20 also appears to give

rather high results especially in May and September. It \¡ras pre-

viously stated that short\dave albedo ís very imporÈant ín deter-

n:ining neË radiation. Yet equation 20 fails to take changing

albedo inËo account at all. Thís omission would be of particular

importance ín spring and autuun when a low srg'angle would combine

r¿ith Ëhe possibiliÈy of a snoÌr cover to considerably reduce Ëhe

net radiation value. The hígh correlation found in Daviesrs study

may be due to the short period of record used from each station or,

perhaps, the use of monthly rather than daily mean values. Of

more fr.qrdemental importance are the general shortcomings of this

approach whích have been outlined by Gay (1971). Clearly Ëhere

exists a need for a detailed study of methods of estimâting net

radiation Í-n the northern Prairíes, with partieular emphasis uPon

the role of albedo in spring and auËurur.

It has been argued that equations 17 and 20 ate likely to

give poor esÈimâtes of net radiatÍon but Ëhere is no evídence to

indicaÈe which of the rernaining four equations gíves the optiroal

estimate of net radiation. Since the values provided by equatíons 15

and 16 are so similar it r¡as decided to take only one of these two

(equation 15) along with equations 13 and 14 to provide 10 day net
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TABLE 2.LLz 10-DAY ESTIMATES OF

FOR THE PAS A., t972 - L976

NET RADIATION
o1

lMJ m-'d-')

MONTH/PERIOD

PENMAN

EQ. l_3

LINACRE

EQ. t4
LINACRE

EQ. 15

l4ay

Jr:ne

J,r1y

Aug.

1-10
11-20
2L-3L

1-10
LT-z0
2L-30

1-10
LA-z0
2t-3r

1-10
tL-20
2I-31_

9.83
10.08
9.77

9.77
10.68
11. 28

LL.64
10. 86
10. 14

9.4r
7.U
6.64

4.89
4.22
3.02

LO.26
10. B0
]-L.52

9.65
11.04
T2.I3

12.37
TL.22
]-).62

1_0. 0B
8.27
6.82

5.55
4.40
3. 08

LO.32
11.04
Lt.52

9. 35
ro.32
10. 98

11. 95
10. 86
ro.26

9.77
7 .72
6.40

4.95
3.74
2.90

Sept. 1-10
LL-2O
2L-30
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radíation estimates for the May to September period. The results

of these computatíons are shown in Table z.IL. Of particular

interest íiS the 1ow esËimate of Q* for the first ten days in

Jr¡ne. This was largely due Èo the very low solar radiation value

for this períod which has, in turn, reduced the net radiatíon value.-

Again the results are very similar for the shorter time

períod. This, of course, does noÈ r¡alidate these estimates buË,

in the absence of site measurements which are always preferable to

estimâtes, the values of net radiation gíven in Tables 2.10a and

2.AL may be useful in further agrocl-imatic studÍes.

(iv) Srnshine Duratíon

It has already been pointed out that, due to expense and

difficulty of maintenance, few stations in Manitoba and Saskatchewan

record g1oba1 and. net radiation. In the absence of more sophisticated

equípment, the simplest measure of radiation is achieved by recording

sunshine and, as already indícated, bright sunshine can be used to

estíniite g1oba1 radiation

ïhe Caropbell-Stokes sunshine recorder is the standard

instrument used for measuring hours of bright sunshine aÈ Canadían

sÈations. Thj-s i-nstrument uses a glass sphere to focus direct

global radiation on to a specially treated card. If the radíation

íntensity is sufficient to cause a perceptible discolouratíon of

the card (i.e. the card is burnt) bright sunshine is said to have

been recorded. Provided that the ínstrument has an unobstructed

exposure during daylight hours and that correct adjustments have

been mnde for latitude, 1eve1 and azimuth acceptable records are
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TABTE 2.L22 STATIONS CURRENTLY RECORDING DAILY

BRIGI{I SI]NSHINE WITHIN THE STUDY AREA

(ENVTRONMENT CANADA t976)

STATION LAT. LONG. ELEVATION STARTING DATES

Melforr c.D.A. , 5249 10436 480 n. Lg37/Lo -
Sask.

Nipawin, sask. 5320 104oo 374 m. Lg73ls
N. Barrteford A. , 5246 rog15 547 ^. Lg75/2

Sask.

prince Alberr A.., 5313 10541 431 n. rg4o/g
Sask.

saskaroon s.R.c., 5zo9 10636 497 m. rg4g/L
Sask.

scorr c.D.A. , 5232 10g50 660 n. tg3olt
Sask.

pasquia projecr 5343 10135 262 m. rg74/B
P.F.R.A., Man.

The pas A., 5358 10106 273 s. Lg4g/LL -
Man.
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obtainable, but they may be difficult to interpret ín periods of

interuittent sunshine (H.M.S.O. L969, L47-I5O). Since these

instrumenÈs are relatively cheap and simple to use they are more

numerous Ëhan other radiation recorders. Of the eight stations

currently recording bright sunshine, five have records begínning

before 1950 whí1e the remaíning Èhree have only recently been

established (Table 2.L2). Locationally the statíons are poorly

distribuËed. Seven of the eight stations l-ie between 1O4o-109oW

and no station lies between 54o-55oN thro.rghout the longitudínal

exÈenË of the study area.

Monthly averages and annual totals, I94L-L970, were obtained

from Yorke and Kendall (L972) for the five sËations with long periods

of record. For two of these staÈíons, Prince A1bert A. and The Pas l

A. , records ¡"rere collected in the form of acÈual monthly toËa1s for

Lg47-1976 and 1949-1976 respectively. This allowed a more detailed

analysis of sunshine data for these two sÈations.

In Table 2.13 the last coh:mn gives the average annual totals

of sunshíne duration for the five principal recording stations.

From Ëhese figures it can be noted Ëhat the duration of sunshine

over the area is. subjecË to consíderable fluctuations. The

highest value is for Saskatoon r¿íth 2403 h. and a sharp gradient

exists beËwepn this sËation and Melfort wíth only 2058 h.

$r¡n¡ms¡ season (May to SepÈember) totals are also shown in

Table 2.73. At four of the five stations the sr¡lrmer period receives

58-592 of the annual total, while at Scott the percent,age is slightly

higher ax 60.8"A- Again, therefore, the highest May to September means



Mcl[orL C. D.Á,.

Prfnce ÂLbert Â.

TABLE 2.L3¿ MEA}I MONTHLY, SEASONAL AND ANNUALDURATT0N

SI]NSHTNE AT FIVE STUDY AREA LOCATIONS

Saskatoon S.R.C.

Scott C.D.A.

The Pas A.

(1) eB

(1) e4

(2) e2

(1) ee

(1) Bs

(1) l-03

(3) L02

1,1,7 15 9

r.15 r.68

119 L66

L29 L92

113 15l_

r29 L72

131- L76

L99 242

2L2 259

zLB 265

225 279

209 273

2L7 277

22L 276

(l-) Yorke and KendaLL (L972)

(2) Present sËudy using data

(3) Present study using data

243 296

258 303

262 303

280 34t

269 326

263 301

266 300

2s5 163

269 170

27L L72

294 207

275 181-

246 L47

260 160

OF BRIGHT

0

r44 75

L43 80

L44 80

L75 98

150 84

L20 63

L20 63

usíng varlable data base up to L970.

f.rom L947 ro 1976.

from 1949 to L976.

MAY-SEPT. JAII.-DEC.

67

72

1199

L259

L273

l-40r.

r324

L234

L262

69

B4

62

205 8

2L43

2L6L

2403

2L78

2 108

2L48

70

72

s
@



FÍg. 2.2 Duration of bright sunshine, May - September
L947 - L976.
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r300
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are experienced at Saskatoon and the lowest at Melfort (1401 h.

and 1199 h. respectívely). Pronounced interannual variability exists

in both annual and seasonal sunshine toÈal-s. This point can be veri-

fied by referíng to Figure 2.2 w}:.íe}:, shows year to year fluctuations

in May to September totals of sunshine at Prince Albert A. between

r947-t976.

As values were absent for one month in seven of the years,

estímates were made using overal-l- monthly means as a substitute.

Assr,rming a normal distributíon for srrrnmer season Ëotal-s, the mean and

Èhe standard deviation are also shown. I^Iith a standard deviation of

90 h. ÍË can be expected that in four years out of five years the

May to September total will be in the range of 1158 h. to 1388 h.

The remainder of Table 2.L3 gives the average number of

sunshine hours observed in each monËh. July values are always highest

while the minímum occurs in ej-ther Novæber or December. The greatest

annual range of sunshíne duration, represented by the largest differ-

ence between the sunníesË and leasË sunny rorrat, occurs at Scott with

a range of 264 h. For all the staËions Èhis represents an amplíËude

of seasonal variation of 75-8OZ and largely deternines the pronounced

seasonality in radiation receipËs already noted.

A].so of interest is a comparison of Èhe results of Yorke and

Kendall (f972) with those of the present study- (Table 2.L3). At

Prince Albert A. the results are very similar, the greatest deviation

occuring i¡ December wtren a 4.L"/" defíciË is noted i-n the up-dated values.

Eor.rever, other variations at Prince Albert A. are so sraå11 that either

set of data could be consídered reÐresentative. In the case of The Pas A.



TABLE 2.L42 MEAN DAILY DURATION OÞ BRIGIITT SIJNSHIN¡: PER MONTH,

SEASON AND YEAR AT FTVE STUDY AREÀ LOCATIONS

Mel-fort C. D.A. (1)

Prince Albert A. (1)

(2)

Saskat,oon S. R. C. (1)

Scott C. D.A.

The Pas A.

3.2 4.2 5.1 6.6 7.8 8.1 9.5 8.2 5.4 4.6 2.5 2.2

3.0 4.L 5.4 7.L 8.3 8.6 9.8 8.7 5.7 4.6 2,7 2.3

3.0 4.2 5.4 7.3 8.6 8.7 9.8 8.7 5.7 4.7 2.7 2.3

3.2 4.6 6.2 7.5 9.0 9.3 11.0 9.5 6.9 s.6 3.3 2.7

2.7 4.0 4.9 7.0 8.8 9.0 10.5 8.9 6.0 4.8 2.8 2.O

M

(1)

(1)

(3)

3.3 4.6 5.5 7.2 8.9 8.8 9.7 7.9 4.9 3.9 2.L 2,3

3.3 4.7 5.7 7.4 8.9 8.9 9.7 8.4 s.3 3.9 2.L 2.3

(1) Adapted from Yorke, and Kendall (1972) using varfable data base up Èo 1970.
(2) PresenË study using data from L947 to L976.

(3) Present study using data fron l-949 to L976.

M-S May to September

J-D January to December

':

:,1

M.S J-D

7.8 5.6

8.2 5.9

8. 3 5.9

9.2 6.6

8. 6 6.0

8.1 5.8

8.2 s.9

(¡l
H
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Fig.2.3 Seasonal varLations in sunshine duratíon, on
a monthly basis, at Saskatoon S.R.C.

Monthly sunshine totals (frequency polygon),
daíly sunshine averages by months (hístogran);
L948-1970.
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Fig. 2.4 Seasonal variatíons in sunshíne duration, on
a monthly basis, at }felfort C.D.A.

Monthly sunshine totals (frequency polygon),
daily sunshíne averages by months (hístogram);
r94r-L970.

h/month
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the differences are somer¿hat l-arger wíËh the up-dated values showfng

an excess of 8.8% in Septenber and 5.77" in August. I,ltrile Yorke and

Kendallrs data cover 21 years of record for The pas A., the present

study uËilises 27 years so the figures given by the l-atter should

be prefered in this case.

In June, global and net radiation values were slightly less

Èhan might be expected from purely astronomical consíderations and

this is also true for bright sunshíne val-ues. This ís evídent from

both the mean monËhly roral figures (Table 2.L3) and deríved daily

values which compensate for the varying number of days in each monËh

(Table 2.r4). as a graphic ilIusËrarion of this poinr artenrion ís

drar¿n to Figures 2.3 and 2.4 whích plot, for saskatoon and Melfort

respectively, the appropriate data from the precedíng tables.

Since bríght sunshine ís inversely related to cloud cover,

1ow daíly and monthly values of bright sunshíne in June musË be the

direcË resulÈ of increased cloud cover. This is confirmed by the

work of Longley (1972, 64-65) which shows that, throughout the Prairies,

cloud cover peaks in June before declining sharply ín July. During

Ëhe spring months (ltarch to May), the boundary zone betr¿een cold

ArcËic air, whích has covered the Prairies for most of the winter,

and warmer air to the south is displaced north¡,¡ards. Low pressure

or stom centres frequently forn along this borndary bringíng

widespread precÍpitation to the Prairies. rncreased cloud cover

between Èlay and Jrme is compensated by increased daylength so that

May and June srmshíne figures are highly alike ín most areas. srm-

shine again increases in July as the decrease in cloud cover,
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TABLE 2.L5: OBSERVED MEDIAN, QUARTILE
IO-YEAR EXTREMES OF SI]NSHINE FOR MAY TO

VALUES AT,ID

SEPTEMBER AT:

(a) THE PAs A. (L949-7976)

1in10
CLOIIDIESTMONTII

LOI{ER

QUARTILE }fEDIAI{
IIPPER 1 ín 10

QUARTILE SI]NNIEST

May

June

July
August

Sept.

230

20r
256

2TT

123

248

23L

278

236

133.5

273.5

264

299

262

l-61.5

304

305

323

285

184

322

315

332

293

2L2

(b) PRINCE AIBERT A.

1ín10
MONTH CLOIIDIEST

(L947-L976)

LOI,'ÏER

QUARTILE MEDIAI.T

IIPPER 1 Ín 10
QUARTILE SI]NNIEST

l{ay

Jtne

J,t1y

August

Sept.

225

203

2s9

208

L27

244

2L9

283

236

150

264

262

296

277 .5

L72

284

303

325

296

198.5

338

316

351

325

2L7

(411 values ín hours)
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associaÈed with a change from r¿idespread to l-ocalised storm tracks,

more than compensates for decreasing daylength.

Interannual variability Ín monthl-y sunshíne totals can be

inferred from Table 2.15 whích, using quartile values and one in

ten probabílities, Índicates the range of values to be expeeted.

Variation about the medían occurs from month to month aÈ each

sËation as well as between st.ations. The ínterquartil-e range, whích

gíves an índicatíon of the spread of the dístribuËion, is smaller

for The Pas A. in June and August than at Prince Albert A. while

the reverse is true for May. Both the interquartíle range and

the dífference between the expected 10 year extïemes are very simílar

for Ëhese trdo staËions ín September. Thís indicates a similar dis-

Ëribution of sunshine totals.

Finally, the effect of daylengËh in controllíng sunshine

hours aÈ more northerly latitudes cannot be ígnored. In order Ëo

íllustrate the effecË of variable daylength, Figures 2.5a and 2.5b

ploÈ monËhly sunshine as a percentage of the-theoretical maximum.

The values shor¡n r,¡i11 tend t.o underestímate actual values during the

r¡-inter months r,¡hen the sun is at a low angle above Ëhe horizon. It

can be recalled that the Carnpbell-Stokes recorder has a mean lower

threshold recording level of 130 I,h-2. Thís value varies beLv¡een

-2 -290 I+n - and 260 l+rtr - dependíng upon the moisture content of the

card or the presence of dew or rime on Ëhe sphere. Nevertheless the

pattern of annual change in the ratie of actual Ëo possible sunshine

follows the pattern establíshed previously for other components of

the radiation regime.
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CHAPTER III

DAYLIGHT AND TruPERATUR-E

(a) Daylength

Shortwave radiatíon provides the energy necessary for

photosynthesis and hence plant growth. This process depends upon

the intensíty of the 1íght as well as other environmental factors.

Plant developmenË is also affected by the duration of the light

períod whích results in physiological changes upon which initíation

of the flowering períod depends. The length of the daily exposure to

light ís called the photoperiod and the plant I s developmental

response to a photoperiod ís termed photoperíodism. So lo¡s is

the light reguirement for photoperiodíc response that, strietly

speakíng, cívíl twilíght - the time interval between sunrise or

sunset and Ëhe time when the upper limit of the sun is 60 b"low

the horizon - should be added to daylength Ín the calculaËion of

photoperiod. The duration of twilight varies seasonally and

latitudinally as does daylength beíng as much as t\,ro hours in

June at the latítude of the study area. Table 3.1 lists, for May

to September, the daily mean and monthly totals of daylighË hours

at 52o - 55otl. and at the equator for comparison. Both the

monthly and seasonal averages are higher for the study area than

at the equator,despite the absence of twilight tíme in the

figures. The seasonal pattern of change is a reflectíon of the one
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TABLE 3.1: DAILY MEAN AND MONTIILY TOTAL HOTIRS

OF DAYLIGHT DURING TIIE SI]MMER MONTHS AT
52o-55oN AND AT THE EqUATOR (ADAPTED FROM

cHANc tg7t, L9-2L)

LATITIIDE CN) JULY AUG. SEPT. MAY-SEPT.

__o))
Daily Mean
Monthly ToÈa1

540
Daí1y Mean
Monthly Total

530
Daily Mean
Monthly Total

520
Daíly Mean
Monthly Total

00
Daily Mean
Monthly Total

16.1 17.3
500.6 518.0

16.0 77 .O
495.5 511.5

15.8 16. B

490.8 505.0

75.7 L6.6
486.2 499.0

az.L L2.1
375.6 363.5

16.7 L4.9
5r8.2 462.4

16.5 l-4. I
5L2.5 458.8

16.3 14.7
s06.9 45s.7

16.2 L4.6
501.7 452.6

Lz.r I2.4
375.6 373.5

L2.7
382.0

L2.7
381.0

1,2.7
380.5

L2.7
380.0

12.t
363.5

ls.6
238L.2

]-5.4
2359.3

15.3
2338.9

L5.2
2319.5

L2.L
1851. 7
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shovrn for solar radiation at the

Decline ín daylength to\,rards the

25rh. at 55oN. daylength is i.2.7

this month at the ecuator and ín

4L"/. of its maximum value in June.

top of the atmosphere (Sec. 2.b.L)

equinoxes Ís marked. By September

hours, equal to the mean value for

mid-winter daylength declines Ëo

Four categories of plants can be ídentified according Èo

their photoperiodíc requirements for floral ínitiatíon i.e. long-

d"y, short-day, intermediate and day-neutral (Garner and Allard 7920:

A11ard 1938). Long-day plants require a daylength of 14-16 hours while

short-day plants need. less than 8-10 hours. Intermediates demand

L2-L4 hours and are ínhíbited in reproductíon by daylengths shorter

or longer than this períod. Day-neutral plants can flower irrespectíve

of the period of íllurnination. From Table 3.1 it can be seen

that specj-es demanding a lengthy photoperiod are 1ike1y to give

the best results in the study area. SpecÍ-es v¡hich favour a longer

photoperiod include spring barley, fescue, oats, ryegrass and

spring wheat.

The inËeraction of photoperiod ¡¿ith other environ-mental

factors, especíally temperature, in affectíng plant developnent

cannot be ígnored. I,iithin a species a parti-cular variety may differ

in its photoperiodic requirements and hence in the temperature sruns

necessary for a particular developmental stage to be reached. By

way of illustration, Table 3.2 shows the varying temperature suDS

necessary to meet the requirements of r,¡heat varietíes \,¡ith differing

photoperiodic thresholds. Varíety S-801 appears to be indifferent

Ëo the photoperiod whíle Marquis and Thatcher demand long periods of
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TABLE 3.2: VARYING DEGREE OF PRECOCITY OF WI{EATS SOIIN AT
DIFFERENT PLACES IN AMERICA I,IITH DIFFERENT PHOTOPERIODS

AT THE TIME OF I{EADING (PASCALE L972a, 9O).

SI]M OF TEMPS. ABOVE OOC NUNING THE

DATE OF SIIB PERIOD SPROI]TING-HEADING

LocArroN LATrrirDE sor^rrNc (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Maracay 10o 14't'l Lo.L.6z 1323 gL7 742
(Venezuela)

Peloras 31o 45's 30.6.60 r2sg
(Brazil)

Buenos aires 34o 35's 2L.7.62 trLT 1140 g15 1314 r3z:-
(Argentina)

orrawa 450 24'N L7.5.62 740 g60 753 774
(Canada)

Beaverlod.ge 55o 13'N 10.5.62 6g6 70g 654 645
(Canada)

(1) Sinvalocho M.A.
(2) Perganino Gaboto
(3) s-801
(4) Marquis
(5) Thatcher
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daylight. All the varieties increase their growth rate with a

lengthening of the photoperíod except Pergamino Gaboto which is

indifferenË to the shorËer days experienced at liaracay. Daylength

ís the varíable whích makes Thatcher a late developer at Buenos Aíres

and an early variety at Beaverlodge ¡^rhíle the reverse is true for

Sinvalocho M.A.

Because of the interaction between daylength and temperature

sums the use of combined bioclímatic indices which incorporate both

elements has received some attention (Nuttonson 1955). This topic

wíll be dealt wíth in grearer detail later (Sec. 3.c).

Also important in relaËion to photoperiod and temperature.

are the effects on development of chilling (vernalísation). Most

biennials wíll fail to flower if they have not experienced a period

of low temperatures írrespective of the photoperíod.

The effects of temperature on plant growth warrant greater

attention and it is to a more detailed examination of the seasonal

temperature regime in the study area that attentiou is now turned.

(b) Monthly mean daily maximum temperaEures, Doonthly mean daily

minimum tenperaËures and monthly mean daí1y air teuperatures.

Plant growth activíty is essentially restrícted to temp-

eratures between Ooc and 6ooc where the lorver value is the freezLng

poínt of waËer and the upper value is the temperature 1evel of

denaturation of proteins. I,trithin this temperature range a r^'ide

variety of cultívated species exists. However, it is apparent from

specífíciËy in location that some species are adapted to Iov, moderate

or high temperatures. Over the past few decades the rvork of plant
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breeders has, to some extent, mitigated against thermal- constraint,s.

Nevertheless, temperat,ure is still of fundamental imporÈance for

p1-ant growEh and developnent.

For each specíes there is a lower and upper temperature

level beyond qrhich damage or death occuïs vía the destruction of

tissues, regardless of other environmental factors. Between these

extremes.of temperature and the points at r¡hich growÈh begins or

ceases the p1-ant remaíns at rest, wíthout vísÍbl-e external changes.

Beginning at the l-ower growth threshold plant grorüËh increases wiÈh

temperature r:ntil a temperature is reached at which there is the

greatest increase in dry mâtter production per unít time. ThÍs ís

knov¡n as the optimal temperature. Above the optinr¡m there is a

successive reduction ín growth rate until the upper growth threshold

Ís reached, at which tj-me gro!üth ceases. The lower and upper

grol^rth thresholds and the optinum temperatuïe are collectivel-y named

the cardínal temperatures. Attempts to delirnit fixed cardinal

teroperatures have met with little success. The physiological com-

plexí,Ë5, of Ëhe plant may preclude the definitíon of precise

cardinal points since each physiological process nay differ in íËs

thermal requirements and therefore have different temperature

thresholds. For example, it is knornm that the optimum Ëenperature

for photos)mthesis j-s lower than that for respiration. As early as

1903 Pfeffer realised that, "... the cardinal points can never be

determined r¿ith more than approxímaËe accuracy, since their positíon

is related to the ext.ernar conditions, the duration of exposure, the

age of the plant and its previous Èreatment" (Bierhuizen 1973, 89).
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This statement suggests thaÈ cardínal temperatures also vary within a

species for each of the three major deveLopmental stages í.e. germination,

vegetative growth and reproduction. For some specÍes a temperature of

OoC tay be requÍred before germination will begin whil-e the same

temperaÈure at Èhe reproductive stage may be 1etha1.

Despit.e barríers to precise deÈermínation, approximate cardinal-

temperatures are available for many crops. Chang (1968, 75) reports

that crops such as oatsr ryê, wheat and barley have a lower threshold

at 0-5oC, an optimum range fron 25-31oC and an upper threshold of 31-

37oC. Cardínal tenperatures for other crops have been presented by

I^Iang (1963,104) and Bierhuizen (L973, 90).

Aír temperature ís normally measured by nercury or alcohol

containing thermometers housed in Stevenson screens with the bulb

approximately 1.2 meÈers above a short grass surface. The screen is

desígned so as to shield the instruments from global and terrestrial

radiation without seriously inpeding free ventilation. It ís per-

tinent to consider to what extent recordíngs tàken under the above

conditions are representative of temperatures actually experíenced

by a field crop.

Wang (1963, 211) reporËs that during clear, calm nights the

air temperature in the shelËer Ís lor¡er than the air temperature

outsíde, vhile on clear, calm days, it is hígher. Apparently the

temperatures experienced insíde and outside the screen are similar

only on days whích are windy and cloudy, wind acting as a natural

aspirator. Teaperatures also vary in the verÈical plane. During

Ëhe day lapse conditions are normally such thaË Ëenperature decreases
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Fig.3.1 Soí1 and air temperature measuremenÈs
Flin Flon, 27th AugusË 1975.
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r¡rith height. Figure 3.1 gives soíl and afr temperatures recorded

on a ca1n, sunny day at Flin Flon. The temperature difference

ranged from 2-L6oc and throughout Ëhe day soil temperatures lrere

above air Ëeuperatures. However, in a siÈuation where sensible

heat advection is occuring this may not be true and a positíve

lapse rat.e (inversion) may occur. Inversions are much more corÍmon

at night when, due to rapid radiatíonal cooling of ground and crop

surfaces, aír temperaËure increases with height. I,Iitterstein

(Geiger L965, 100) analysed Ëhe difference between screen and

grass (5 cn. level) minina and found a median difference of. 2:6o c

on clear and 0.75 oc on overcast nighËs. Therefore screen temp-

eraËures tend to underestimate the range of temperaËure condiËions

experienced closer to the ground surface. This point should be

kept in mind throughout the following discussion.

Temperature recordíngs. are made at all 11 of the stations

analysed in this section although not all stations record with

equal frequency. At the four airporË stations (The pas A., NorËh

Battleford A. , saskatoon A. , prince Albert A. ) dry bulb temperatures

have been taken hourly for most or al-l of the period Lg47-1976. This

was also true for Hudson Bay until 1974 r,úren the nr:mber of recordings

per day vas reduced from 24 xo 4 (every six hours fron 00002). For

all 11 stations maximr¡m and minímurn temperatures are recorded daily.

The monthly *-eather summaries in whích all recordings are published

contain daily u.aximum, minimr¡m and daily mean temperatures along

t^ríth couputed monthly means. Throughout the period of analysis
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entries have been made in degrees Fahrenheit so this scale was used

in the compuËations to reduce the tfme required for conversíons.

The results are nevertheless gíven in degrees celsíus in all cases.

collection of data was confined to the published monthly means for

each of the three parameteïs over the 30 year period and the data were

punched ori to conputer cards. It would be extremely tedíous to l-ist

every descriptive sÈatistic obËained frou the outpuÈ. However, as a

measure of central tendency, the means and, as a measure of dispersion,

the sËandard devíations for every month at each station are gíven in

Appendix 2. The monthly mean daíly maxíur¡m and monthly mean daily

minimum temperatures are defined as the means of the indivídua1 daily

maximr:m and uinímum temperatures, respectívely, in each month. The

monthly mean daily air temperaËure ís the average of the daily neans

Ín each month. The annual range of temperature is the difference

between Èhe monthly means of the v/armesÈ and coldest months.

Seasonal temperature characteristics for the area are strongly

influenced by the annual course of solar income and by the advection

of warm and cold aír through the mechanisu oT the general circulation.

In the absence of any temperature -moderaËing.+ maritime influence the

area has a marked conti.nental temperature regime. This can be demonst.ra-

ted by the use of Conradr s (L946) contínentality index (k) which takes ¿¡s

form:

k = (1.7Alsin ( ó + 1Oo)) - L4 (22)

where A is the annual range of temperature in oC and þ is the latitude

angle. In the use of this type of index it is the relative magnitude

of the values obtained r,¡hich is important. A lot¡er value of about

zero is obtained for the oceanic regime of Thornharm in the ,Eaeroes

and an uPper value of about 100 for the extremely continental climate
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TASLE 3.3:

INDEX

VAIUES OF CONRAD'S CONTINM{TALITY

(k) FoR 11 SrUDY AREA LOCATIONS

STATION STATIOf¡{

The Pas A.

Flin Flon

Muenster

N. Battleford A.

Waseca

Pilger

62.7

62.4

59.2

s6.9

s4.6

59.0

Prince Albert A.

Saskatoon A.

Choiceland

Lost River

Hudson Bay

60. 1

s8.6

60. 1

60. 1

s9.6
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of verschojansk in síberia. using the data ln Appendix 2 the

solutíon to equation 22 for each statíon ls given in Table 3.3.

spatially, the values have a tendency to increase in an easterly

and a southerly dírection but t.he difference ín relative values ís

sm¡Il. Thís, of course, is a reflection of the close similaríty

beÊween monthly mean daí1y temperatures at each stat.ion. rn wínter

the lowest January means are experíenced by The pas A. (-Z2.8oC),

Flin Flon (-22.5oO and Choicel-and (-22.1-oC) white rhe highesr

monthly means ar:e for Saskatoon A. (-19.3oC), Waseca (-fg.3oC) a¡rd

North Battleford A. (-18.9oc) giving an overall range in monthry

means of 3.9oC. However, of great iuportance duríng the winter

rnonths is the expected deviation from year to year ín this overall

IDean as indicated by Èhe standard deviation. rn no case ís the

standard deviation of January means less than + 3.5oc and it goes as

high as *5oc at two of the stations. Assumirrg 
" 

noãal distribution

iË is possible Ëo infer that ín 68% oÍ cases at North Battleford A.,

for example, the mean January teuperature will lie between -14.Ooc

and -23-8oc. Therefore, during winter, the uean is a poor represen-

tation of the group as a l¡hole. This conclusion can be coupared

with the correspondíng position for the sunmer (May to Septenber) monËhs.

The coolest July means are aÈ Choíceland (16.9oC), I,Iaseca

(16.9oC) and Eudson Bay (17.3oC) while the highesr are ar Norrh

Battleford A. (ta.2oc), Flin Fton (1g.zoc) and saskaroon (1g.soc).

lhe range of meens in this case is considerably smaller (1.6oc¡, as

Ís Èhe range of standard deviations (1. zo-t.4oc). so the inference

this tine is that in 68Z of cases Èhe mean Julv temperature at North
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Battleford A. will lie in the range 16.90-19.4oC. Since a similar

narro!'r range of means and standard deviations applies for all of

the summer months at each statíon, the mean can be said to give an

adequate measure of the group as a whole for these months. IË

seems unnecessary therefore, to list additional statístical charac-

teristics for every statíon during these months. However, to give

an indicatíon of the expected spread around the cenËral value, daËa

from two statíons mav be of interest. Table 3.4 lists some charac-

teristics of summer monthlv mean temÐeratures at ?rince Albert A. and

North Battleford A. Entríes in this table are self explanatory.

I,Ihat has been said about monthly mean daily temperatures can

be repeated for the monthly mean daily maximuu and monthly mean

daily minímum temperatures i.e. the mean value is not representatíve

of the group in wínter but ín surnmer these values are broadly

representative.

Monthly mean daily maximum and minimum temperatures can also

be used to estimate the diurnal range of temperature (thermoperiodicity).

Thermoperiodicity is an important parameter for an agrometeorological

assessment of Ëhe temperature conditions and resources in a regíon

especially in relatíon to net photosynthesis. The tr^ro main physio-

logical processes involved in plant growth are photosynthesis and

respiration. Photosynthesis proceeds mainly under daylight tenperature

conditions and the hígher those temperatures are, up to a certain

point, the greater the amount of dry matter produced. Respiration,

on the other hand, is a continuous 24 lno:ur process and a 1ow níght

Ëíme temperature will reduee respiratory losses. Therefore, the best
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TABLE 3.4: SOME CHARACTERISTICS OF MEAN MONTI{LY
TEMPERATURES IN SI]MMER AT (a) PRINÇE ALBERT A.

(b) NoRTH BATTLEFORD A. (oc)

(a) MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT.

Mean
Standard Deviation
QuarËile Range
Extreme Range

Lowest
Q.r
Mêdían

ffirn.".

(b)

9.7
1.3
2.O
5.5

6,2
8.9
9.8

10.9
Ll,.7

MAY

14.6
1.3
L.2
5.3

12.3
13.8
14.4
15.0
77 .6

JUNE

17.5
1,.2
L.6
5.5

14.8
16. B

47.3
18.4
20.3

JULY

16.2 10.0
L.4 - 2.O
2.J, 2.L
5.2 9.2

13.6 5.3
15 .1 9.1
16.3 10.0
a7.2 11.1
18. 8 L4.4

AUG. SEPT.

Mean
Standard Deviation
Quartile Range
Extreme Range

LowesË
Q1
Mêdían
Q?
Híghest

10.9
1.5
2.0
5.5

7.8
10.0
L0.7
12.O
13.3

L5.4
L.4
1.3
6.3

L2.7
J,4.7
15.4
15.9
19.0

IB,2
7.2
4.4
5.7

]-,5.2
t7 .7
18.0
19 .1
20.9

l-7.L 1l_.1
1.6 2.1,
2.5 2.4
6 .2 9.5

rí.t 6.0
1s .9 9.8
t7.5 Lr.2
18.4 L2.2
20 .3 15.5
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TABLE 3.5a: PERCENTAGE CORRECTION FACTORS USED TO ESTIMATE
THERMOPERIODICITY USING MONTHLY MEAN DAILY MAXIMI]M -

MINIMI]M TEMPERATI]RE RAI'IGE (CROI,TE L97L, 65)

h Momrr JFI4AMJJASOND

55

50

40 55 70 75 80 80 80 80 75 70 s0 30

55 75 7s 80 85 85 8s 8s 80 7s 65 50

TABLE 3.5b: ESTII4ATES OF THERMOPERIODICITY FOR THE SIJMMER

MONTHS AT FLrN FLON, L947-L976

MO}qIH
MAXIMIIM-MINIMI]M THERMOPERIODICITY

RAlr{GE ESTI}IATE

May

Jrme

July

August

September

11.6oc

LO.2

10.4

10.l-

8.5

9. 3oc

8.1

8.3

8.1

6.4
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conditíons for some Plants exíst when there Ís a combination of a

high day Èime ÈemperaËure and a low night time temperature i.e. with

a large díurnal temperature range. It would appear to be a simple

matter to subtract the monthly mean daíly maximum and minimum temp-

eraÈures to obËain an average n0onthly estíuate of the thermoperiodicity

for the area. Ilowever, Cror¿e (L97L, 63) points ouË ÊhaÈ this method,
$ 

"... can never give too srnall a range but almost everlrwhere it yields

values ín excess of the varíatÍon which üre are endeavouring to assess."

He goes on Ëo say, "The terrort involved is a purely statistical- one;

it is introduced when these val-ues are averaged out over a month ..."
(Crowe 1-971-' 64). It is possible to apply an enpirical- correction

factor which varies aceording to latitude. Crowe (I97L, 65) presents

the reduction values at 50 latitude intervals in the northern hemis-

phere and those of greatest relevance Êo the present study are gÍven

í-n Table 3.5a. It is nor¡r a relatively sinple -"tt.i to apply these

corrections to any of the 11 staËions. The resulting values for the

surmer months aË Flín Flon (54o 46tN) are gíùen in Table 3.5b.

(c) Tenperature sltrrs

In the previous section the discussÍon of the influence

of Ëemperature on plants was largely confined to the effects thaÈ

varÍations in temperature have on plant growEh. However, the overall

development of some planËs is also closely related to temperaÈure.

The original noÈion of plants having an accumulated temp-

erature requirement to reach a given stage of maturity r,¡as published

by Rear-mur in 1735. Ee srnr¡:ned mean daily air temperatures for April,
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May and June and noted that this sum r¡ras virtually constant for the

development. of any plant from year to year. subsequenË work 1ed Èo a

wide assortment of other Índices (see ThornÈhwaíte and Mather L9542

I'Iang 1960: Robertson 1968 z L973 for revÍews of this work) whÍch can

all be consídered a sub-group of general- temperature efficiency

indices (see Kl-ages 1942, 238-265). Of all 
,these 

indíces the cal-cul-a-

tion of temperature sums Ís carried out with Ëhe greatest ease and the

appl-ícation of Ëhis index has drawn wíde attention.

Two types of temperature summatíons can be identified

(Todorov and Pal-i-shikhulu 1974, 72). Firstly, acËive temperat,ure

ssnrm¡liens consíder the whole temperature above the lower gro!üth

threshold. rf the latter r^7ere 6oc then a mean daily temperature of

15oc would give an active srm of 15o since the mean is above the

1or¿er threshold. Any temperature below the threshold is eonsidered.

equal to zeTo. Secondly, effective Ëemperatur" 
",rrrr.-"tions 

consider

teuPeratures above the lower cardinal gïohrth temperaËure relative to

this threshold. In this case Ëempeïatures bêlow the threshold are

assr:med equal to the threshold. For example, if Ëhe miniuurn cardinal

growth tenperaËure, also referredto as Èhe base temperâture, for a

given crop is 6oc and the mean Ëemperature on a given day is again

15oc, the tenperature sum or degree days for that day is 150-60=90.

Expressing effective temperature sunmatíons (TS) in equat,ion form

we have:
Þf

rs=Ð (r-ro) (23)
P

v*rere T is the mean daily air temperature;

and the sr¡rrmation is made from the date of

To is the base terperature

planting (P) to the date of
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Eaturity (M). Àlthough values of TS are nornally assessed for the

whole growth períod (P to M), the najor interphase peris¿ts mey also

be compuËed- Apart from Èemperature srrmm¿lien or d.egree day a variety

of terms have been proposed to describe the above sunnnation. Many of

these terms incl-ude the words fheatt or tthermalr. However, smith

(L967, 276) points out thaË, "Temperature is not and never can be,

a measure,of heat, alËhough it is clearly a manífestatíon of its

effect. In continental- areas Ëhere is often a high correlation between

aír temperature and net energy, but the use of temperaËure as an

expressíon of radianË energy without corroboratÍve evidence is to be

deprec ated. tt

C1ear1y, if no daily temperatures lie below the base

Ëemperature then equation 23 becomes:

TS=t (Tn-To) (24)

where t ís the ntmber of days and Tm is the mean temperature for the

period t. Using this relationshíp in conjunction r¡ith field trials

it should be possible to plot T agaínsÈ the ieciprocal_ value of t,
gÍving a linear relationship from whích the two unknor"¡ns (TS the

slope and ro the inËercept) can be calculated. The regression

equatíon takes the form:

Tm = TS t/. * ro (25)

Equation 25 is only one of several ways in which the base teuperature

for various crop species has been era.luated (Arnold 1959). This

method apparently gives results comparable with those obtaíned

using the coefficient of variation method (Nuttonson 1955) but

has been crítÍcise<i by Robertson (r96s). rn sompuring degree day
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daÈa in North America the base Èexopeïature ís nornally Èaken as

5.6oc (I^rillians and MacKay r97o) but for indivÍdual species the

value used may range from 4.4oc for peas to 10oC for corn (Hol-nes and

Robertson 1959).

Use of equati-on 24 gíves satisfactory results so long as the

base temperature does not fal1 between the maxímum and minimrrm têDp-

eratures. -In such a case equaÈíon 24 underestimates the true degree

day value. several methods have been proposed to overcome this

problem (Arnold 1960: Líndsey and Newman 1956) and couprehensive

tables using Ëhe Lindsey and Neviman method, nhere required, have been

given by lüilliarns and MacKay (1970).

Values of degree day normal-s are tedious to compile and

uay be diffícult to obtain. However, ít is possible, using an

approximqtion procedure, to estimate degree day normals for monthly

periods using nean monthly tenperatures and standard deviations of

mean monthly temperatures. This relationship, first deríved by Thcn

G954) and reitterated in relation t,o crop gÌowth by Holmes and

Robertson (1959) rakes Ëhe form:

rs = r frtr- ro) +L¿r/ t-l 26)Lr)
where TS, Ë and To are as before and im' is the mean morithly tenp-

erature; tl is the standard deviation of the mean monthly temperature

and L is a coefficient of propotionality obtained from a table in

which it is entered r¡rith a value of H = (Tm. - To)/*{ t. The rable

is given in Thqn G954, 5).

Equation 26 was used to caleulate degree day normals for

five sr¡nrmer monÈhs at all eleven stations using Èhe temperaÈure Eeans
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TABLE 3.6a: SIIMMER MONTHLY AND SEASONAL ESTIT'IATES
OF DEGREE DAYS AT ELEVEN STUDY AREA LOCATION

7947-L976 (ney-tucn¡Es CENTTGRADE)

STATION MAY AUG. SEPT. MAY-SEPT.

The Pas A.

Flin Flon

Muenster

N. Battleford

I,tIaseca

Pílger

Prince Albert

Saskatoon A.

Choiceland

Lost River

Hudson Bay

L47

L47

L62

L79

L54

180

153

1_81

L43

147

L43

A.

94

116

150

\69

150

L64

l37

L67

151

L37

724

263

277

280

296

259

287

270

299

257

269

267

379

391_

375

391_

353

383

370

402

352

366

366

336

344

349

3s6

3l-4

3s5

329

368

319

323

325

L225t*

L275

L3L7

r392

L230

L369

L259

T4L7

L223

L242

L225

* Totals may not equal srrm of monLhs due Èo rounding.

TABLE 3.6b: ÀVERAGE SIlMl"lER MONTHLY AND SEASONAI DEGRIE DAS
AT FIIN FLON 1965-1974 (H.B.M.S. et al t977)

MONTH JI]NE JULY AUG. SEPT. I,ÍAY-SEPT.

Degree day value L22 278 378 139 \275
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and standard deviatíons given ín Appendíx 2. All calculations are

based on a 5.6oc threshold temperature and the resurts are given in

Table 3.6a.

The first poínt to note is that each station displays the

same relaËive order in monthly totals. July always has the highest

values followed by August then June, wíth May and September being lower

and very similar. This point is illustrated graphically for three

stations in Figure 3.2. Seasonal totals (May to september) are also

given in Table 3.6a. SaskaËoon A. has the highesr value of A4L7

degree days while the lowest, at Choiceland is 1223 degree days, a

difference of L87.. Spatíally the values decrease in all directions

away from Saskatoon, the only increase being at Flín Flon r¡ith an

apparenËIy '.,anomalous total of L275 degree days. It was possible to

check both the validity of the value given for Flin Flon and the

relative accuracy of the estímation procedure in gerreral using Ëhe

resulËs of a study undertaken locally (H.B.M.S. et aI L977). This

study computed monthly values of degree days Ïrom Ìfay to september

using daily mean temperatures over the period Lg65-Lg74. The same

base Ëemperature was used and the result,s (using graphic interpolation)

are presented in Table 3.6b. Comparing these results wíth the estimaÈes

for Flin Flon (Table 3.6a) ít can be seen that they are very similar.

The largest individual monthly difference ís 67" ín September. These

small differences nay be due to inaccuracy in interpretatíon of the

graph. Only the lfay to September total r¿as available without graphíc

interpolation and in this case the results are identícaL at 1275

degree days. It can be concluded, therefore, that the Flin Flon values
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are a valid estímate and that the estimation procedure in general

gives values which wourd be obtained using daily temperatures. How-

ever' thís does not imply that the temperature recordings taken at the

Flin Flon site are representatíve of the area ín general. only in a

comparison with records taken close-by, at Flin Flon Airport, for

example, could a hypothesís of non-representation be tested.

So far only monthly values have been considered, but daÍIy

averages can be obtained by plotting mean daily values on the mid-

day of- each month, and joining the poínts. Daily values can then be

read directly from the graph. of more value, perhaps, than individual

daily values or monthry means would be estimates of degree days over

any given period duríng the warm season. This is made possíb1e by

plotËíng cumulatíve monËhly totals, as in Figure 3.3 for LÏaseca. By

reading off the expected degree day accumulations by 31st. May (mean

date of last spring frost) and 8th. September (mean date of first

autumn frosË), the normal frost free period accumulation can be

derived by subtractíon (950 degree days). Using the standard devíati,ons

of the frosÈ daËes, the degree of variabílity ín accumulations can be

estimated. It should also be noted that in the period planting to

energence soil temperatures are often used in place of air temperatures.

From the discussion so far it rnight be deduced that the use

of degree days for predicting plant development ís Ëhe best method

available. This is not the case since the method suffers from several

major faults (I^Iang 1960: Robertson 1968:1973: Pascale L972b). These

deficiencies can be considered under six major headings:
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(1) The effects of temperature vary for many species from

one phenologÍcal stage to Èhe next. Degree day summatíons fail to

take this into account by implying, for example, that a cool spring

followed by a warm su¡uner is the same as a r^rarm spring followed by a

cool surmer. trùork aË Vollebekk in Norway by Strand (reported ín Smith

1967) over the period 1940-1951 and involving trials r¡íth 49 barley

varieties showed that in all cases the highest yields followed cool

spring conditions. Therefore, degree days do not provide an accurate

assessment of the yield of such crops.

(2) The base temperature from which effectíve temperature

accumulat.ion starts is not constant and varies during the lífe cycle

of the plant. The base temperature for tomatoes has been given as

15oc (Holmes and Robertson 1959) but Ëhe lower threshold varies as

each phase of development procedes (I.lang 1963, 350). Only occassionally

is the adverse effect of temperatures above the optimum taken into

account (Bilbro 1963 in Pascale L972e) and although this is not a

serious ouission aÈ higher latitudes for a whol-e season, detrimental

effects of high temperatures nay occur on individual days.

(3) Neither the varying of lower thresholds noï the adjust-

ment of upper thresholds improve the correlation betr¿een degree day

toLals and rate of development (Thornthwaite 1952 in l,trang 1960, 787).

This is also tFue when sunnations are made over groTiring periods of

various lengths (IJang 1960).

(4) The principle of cardinal points suggests that plant

response rrith respect to temperature is not linear over the entire

temperature range, especially near the upper and lower threshold
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temperatures. To overcome thís problem, use of an exponential index

is sometímes suggested (Klages L942, 243) based on the vanrt Hoff

Arrheníus principle. A temperaÈure coefficient can be defined as the

ratio of. a rate of reaction at a given temperature to its raÈe at a

temperature 10oC higher and is designated by the sfmbol QrO. Since,

in general, metabolic processes give a value of Qt' = 2.O, use of an

exlronential index is assumed to be justified. The obvious fault with

this method is that temperatures above Ëhe optímum are ascribed an

increasíngly high effíciency when, in fact, these temperatures may be

det.rimental to the development rate.

(5) As indicated previously, the temperat!¡tre:ìrecords used

in computing degree day values are not necessarily representative of

the environment within r^rhich growth and development take place. More

research is needed into models whích relate air temperature Ëo

tteffective crop temperaturett such as the one devísed by Robertson

(1953 in Robertson 1973).

(6) Finally,aq* most importantly, tèmperature Ís not the

only variable infruencing plant development. rdeally the effects of

planting date, soil characteristics (type, temperature and moísture

content), plant population densiËy, light intensity, díurnal ternperature

changes, global radiation, wind, daylength and r¿eather variability

should all be taken into consideration. Attempts have been made to

overcome some of these deficiencies by the use of combined indices.

Chen (1973), for exanple, has incorporated Monte Carlo

simulation techniques to develop a stochastic model r+hich rsill account

for weather variability in predicting temperature summations. ïhe

st.ochastic model derreloped r,ras :
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(27)

r¿here T ( p ,8 ) is the randdn daíly average temperature; p and d

are the mean and standard deviation of the month, respectively.

Daylength has been incorporated as an important variable in

r^rork of Nuttonson (1948). His photothermal concepË can be expressed

M
pru = DI (T - To)

P

where PTU is the number of phoËo-thermal units and D ís the average

daylength. NuÈtonson found that this equation gave values which were

more constant from station to station than temperaËure sums alone.

Both photoperiod and diurnal temperature changes have been

taken into account in Robertsonts (1968) biometeorological time

scale. The basíc model can be expressed:

r = dlf/dt = F, (D). FZ (T) (2e)

where r is the average rate of maturity (M) per unit of time (t) and

Fl (D) 
' F2 (T) are appropriate non-linear funct_ions of photoperiod and

day and night temperatures respectively. The degree of maturity can-

not be observed numerically and so was given a stodrastic value of

one for each phenological period i.e. from one phenological stage sr,

to anothet s2. Therefore, integrating equatíon 29 over time leads to:

,, =å [r (t,, û) - ".]

the

AÈ.

S^
1¿
J^ rdr = If =
"l
The final form

evaluated tsas:

r::
of

(28)

Fr (D). uz (r) dt = 1 (30)

the expression for whích coefficients \,rere

çr
|= { ", 

(D - ao) * ^2 
(o - ao) t } -{0, (r max - oo)
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(31)* bZ (T max - Oo)' * at (T rnín - bo)

where T max and T min are the daily maximum and

respectively and ro, "1, ã2, bo, bl, b2, cy, CZ

be evaluated.

This model ís a definite improvement over earlier work and

has been used to estinate those locations on the Prairies at \Àrhich

Marquís wheat can be expected to reach maËurity (I^Iillians L9692 1971).

It r^¡as estimated that. wheat would ripen at all locations tested in

Manitoba and saskatche'¡an. South of 53oN the period from plantíng to

ripe st.age exceeded 100 days at only about 27" of. the locaËions while

north of 53otl in SaskaËchewan the duratíon was less than 98 days at

about half the points (I"Iílliams J971-, 6-7).

Iri response to the poor results obtained when degree days are

used Ëo predict soybean development (lvlajor et al L975a) a model

similar to that of Robertsonts has been devised for this crop (Ì.fajor

et a1 1975 b).

A major assumption of all temperatuie based models is thaË a

close relationship exists between radiation and temperature. However,

Chang and Root (1975) have analysed monthly data from 442 stations in

seven climatic regimes defíned according to the Köppen classification.

The correlations were poor especially in A and E climates. Therefore,

there would appear to be a need for models which incorporate both

radiation and temperature, such as the solar thermal rnodel <ieveloped

by caprio (1974) for li1acs. Meanwhile the simple degree day system

r+ill- continue to be use<i, "... because of its value in satisfying

practical needs, rather than for its accuracy or theoretical soundnesstt

* CZ (T min ' O"r')]

miniuum temperatures

are coefficíents Èo
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(I'rang L960, 786) . This is evident from the recent update of Holmes

and Robertson's 1959 publicatíon (Edey L977). As sntrh (1967, 277)

poÍnts out, "The surprising feature is that so much information can

be obtained by using such a simple parameter ...".

(d) Last spríng frost, first autrmn frost and the frost free period.

As Èhe temperature drops below the l-ower threshold for active

gror.¡th there comes a point at v¡hích irrepairiabledamage occurs in the

plant cells. The exËent of danage depends not only upon the acÈual_

tenperature reached, but also upon the duration of the cord period

and the rapidity with which the cold poínt Ís reached. For example,

a short period of chílling may not cause any damage while one which

lasts throughout a night may be rnuch more serious. A1so, several

days of near freezing temperatuïes may harden plants and prevent

serious damâge. on the oËher hand, damage occurs when ice crystals

forn r¡ithin the plant or the plant itsel-f freezes. Therefore,

rapid cooling, r,chích can result in large ice crystal formation, is

more destructive. For this reason, the Èerd freeze is often pre-

fered t.o frost. rn the present discussion freeze wíll refer to any

1ow temperature ¡,¡hích is potenÈially deÈrímental Èo plant growth and

frost will refer to a screen temperature of Ooc or below. problems

of interpreting Ëhe latter with respect Ëo actual crop condiËions

have already been discussed (Sec. 3.b).

In northern areas Iethal rninímum temperatures are obviously

of considerable importance in limiting plant growth. The temperature

1eve1 at r,¡hich freeze d¡mage occurs ís species specífíc and also
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depends upon the stage of development. ventskevích (1961_, 13g-139)

lists the resistance of selected crops to l-or¡ Ëemperatures in

different developrnental phases. Those crops showing the highest

resistance include spring wheaË, oats and barley whích can tolerate

temperatures of -7o to -10oc during germínation, -1o to -zoc during

flowering and -2o to -4oc duríng fruiting. Slightly less resistance

is offered by flax with values of -5o to -Toc., -2o to -3o c and -2o

to -4oc for each of the three developmental phases. ït should be

noted that these data (also presented ín Rosenberg \974, 267) girve

no accor¡nt of the plant's growth history, degree of toughening or

duration of 1ow temperature condiËions. .

Despite the problems of specifying freeze temperatures

adequately, Ëhe occurence of Ooc at screen leve1 is generally con-

sidered as an appropriate temperature at which analysís can begin.

There are tr,¡o maín reasons for this:

(1) Prolonged periods of time with teuperatures at Ooc or

below is regarded as harmful to most plant tissues involved in

vegetative activíty.

(2) The physical change of state, ú/ater to ice, occurs at

this temperature.

Therefore the last and fírsË dates at which this teuperature

occurs during the year, línit the period of tiue in which Eost temp-

erate crops can safely vegetaÈe.

For each of the 11 stations the dates on which the last frost

in spring and the ffrst frosË in autumn occured were derived for the

30 year period L947-r976. These dates were changed into days of the
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year, allowances being made for leap years, and the resulËing values

rsere used to compuËe the length of the frost free period. rn some

cases the nuuber of frost events recorded was less than 30 due to

deficiencies in the data base. These data were punched onto compufer

cards in order that descriptive statístics of the frost series could

be obtained.

Previ.ous r,¡ork in rowa (Thon and shaw 195s) has shown that

freeze 'dat-e ser'ies are randoml-¡r-¿.nd -noraaLly-dístríbuted. -- Thi-s.,suggests

that the sample mean and variance are jointly sufficient for estimating

the frost dístribution function. rn order to verify the nórnaliÈy

hypothesís for frost daËes and for the frost free period in the

study ateat use rras made of the skeumess and kurtosis measures given

in the BMDP P2D package progran printout. Pronounced sker^mess índi-

cates that a distríbution is affected by extreme values while kurtosis

gives a measure of the flatness (longtailedness) of ifre distribution

curve. The standard errors of the estimates of these two moments

are given by (6ß) 4 and (24/Ð % respecrively, where N is

the sample size. using this information, 907. anð,952 confidence

intervars lrere coulputed for these statísËics for the required

range of N values. In nearly every case Ëhe hypothesis of

normality was verified so the mean and sËandard deviation can be

said to give an adequate measure of the frost series and frosË

free period. For Ëwo statíons, however, the hypothesis of normality

could be rejected for at least qne of the frost series on both

the skeç-ness and kurtosis measuïes at the 957. co¡fadence level.

rn these cases Eanpelts estimate of central location is given. This

esËimate reduces the weights assigned to extreme observations and it
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TABLE 3.7: FROST STATISTICS FOR 11 STUDY
AREA LOCATIONS (DATES ARE GIVEN AS DAYS OF THE YEAR).

STATION

DATE OF LAST
SPRING FROST

MEAI{ STD.DEV.

DATE OF FIRST
AUTI]MN FROST

MEAN STD.DEV.

FROST FREE
PERIOD (DAYS)

MEAI.T STD.DEV.

The Pas A.

Flin Flon

Muenster

North Battleford A.

I{aseca

Pilger

Prince Albert A.

Saskat.oon A.

Choiceland

Lost River

Hudson Bay

L4B

144

L47

L40

151

150

155

L45

15s

9

10

L4

11

13

L2

11

11

L7

262

263

2s3

259

25r

258

248

257

249

10

9

L2

10

L2

9

12

11

T2

LL4 L2

r20 13

LO7 20

118 L6

100 19

108 15

93 13

TLz 15

93 2L

95

r01

250-

253

L54

l-,52

¿

$

* Hampelrs estiuate of location (Andre\¡rs et aL 1972)
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DAY 155
OF
yEAR 145

135

125

(¡)

278

DAY 266
OF
yEAR 254

242

230

(. )

130

No. I 15
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DAYS IOO

85

70
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and leagth of
l-947-L976.

(a) last
rhe (c)

1947 '5.| '55 '59 'ó3 ',67

YEAR

spring frost and (b)
frost free period at

'71 '75

first auËuur frost,
Saskatoon 4.,
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r89

DAY . 173

?lo* 1s7

141

125

(u)

260

DAY 25O

OF
YEAR 24o

230

220

(.)

114

No. 98

31,, 82

66

50
1947 '51 '55 '59 'ó3.

YEAR
Fíg. 3.5 Dares of rhe (a) last spring

frostr ånd length of the (c)
Eudson Bay, 1947-T976.

'67 ',77 ',75

frost and (b) first autumri
frost free period at
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ís a robust estimate in the sense that the statístical variability of

the measure is never nuch greater than that of the mean and the

median, but is consíderably less for long-tailed s)rrÍmetríc parent

di-stríbutions (Andrer^rs et aL 1972)

It ís clear from the high standard deviations of the frost

measures given in Table 3.7, coupled wíth the independence of the

values of consecutive years, that inÈer-annual variability of each

frost measure will be hígh. Thís is íllustrated by Figures 3.4 and

3.5 which plot annual values for each of the three frost measures.

Also shoum are the mean and standard deviation of each measure for

saskatoon A. and llampelts esËimate of l-ocation for Hudson Bay.

For the nine stations which have normally distributed data,

iË is possíble Ëo estimate the probabilities that the last spring

or first autrmn frost ¡¿ill occur on or after specífied dates. This

can be done using normal probability paper by plotting the mean at

5oZ a¡rd the means plus or minus two st.andard deviations ax 2.275"/"

and 97.7257" respectively. This proeedure has been fol-lowed for

I.Iaseca and the result is presented Ín Fígure 3.6. rn spring, for

example, Èhere ís a L5% chance Ëhat a frost will occur after

June 14th (day 165).

rt has also been shown that the dates of the occurence of

the last spring aud first autumn frosts are independent of one

another (Thon and shaw 1958). This enables a specifíed length of

grow-iag season to be calculated. By way of illustraËion dates of

last spring and first autumn frosts vrere coïrelated using BMDp

P8D for saskatoon A. and The pas A. Results gave correlaËion
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coefficíents for the two stations of r=0.15 and r=0.2L respectlvely.

Therefore the mean and sËandard deviation of the frost free períod can

be closely approximated by assuming that the mean frost free period

is the difference between the spring and autuffir means and that the

standard deviation of the frost free period is the square root of

the spring and autumn frost variances. rn fact there is no need to

complete these ca'!culations as the actual frost free períod means

and standard deviatíons for the nine stations with normally dis-

tributed frost serj-es are gíven in Table 3.7. Again these values can

be plotted on normal probability paper, Ëhus all_owing the probability

of a given length of frost free perÍ-od to be speeified. This has

been done for trIaseca (Figure 3.7) and it can be seen that there is

a 27" c}:ar.ce of the frost free period being less than 60 days

(e) Cold air advection and the ArcËíc Front

Two main factors determine the temperature oi ttre air aË any

locaËion:

(1) The balance between incoming and -outgoing radiation

(2) Advection or the horizontal transfer of aír masses with

different temperature charact.eristics.

This has 1ed Biel (1961) to dístinguish between radiation frosts,

r¿hich occur r¡-ithÍn homogeneous air masses during clear, ealm nights

and are eharacÈerised by the presence of inversions, and advection

frosts which result from large-scale air mass transportation. Rosenberg

(L974, 268) hor-ever, points out that radíation and advection frost

Ëypes are not nutually exclusive. often, the advection of cool, clear

dry air will enhance radj-ational losses from soí1 and plant surfaces.

On the other ha¡d radiational processes conËribuÈe to heat s¡¡qþenge
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duríng cold air advection.

sínce the radiation bþ.1ance at any place is ínfluenced by

such factors as soil type, slope, aspect etc. Ëhe occurence of

radiation frosts tends to be a localísed event. For this reason,

frost prot.ection measures are often successful and a large number of

meÈhods to achieve this goal are available (I.i.M.o. 1963). Advection

frosts, on the other hand, ay occur over many thousands of square

kilorneters' are not accompanied by 1ow 1evel inversions and protection

is not generally feasible. Since many of the crops gror^rn wíthin the

study area are resístant to a mod.erate degree of frost., it is advection

frosts which are of considerable significance in liroiting crop

growth in general.

It is frequently stated that the last spring and first

autturrr frosts are due Èo radiational cooling. To verify this asser-

tíon Rosenberg and Myers (Lg62) have undertaken a detailed investi-

gation of radiatíon and advection frosts in and along the platte

River valley of Nebraska. They fornd that Í9-93% of last spring

frosts ar.d 57-822 of first autumr frosts rdere of the radíatíon

Èype- since protecËion agaínst damage from radíation frosts is

practical, Rosenberg and Myers defíned a tpotential growing seasont

as the number of days between the last spring and the first auËutrr

advection frosts. The mean length of this period was found to be

from 15-32 days longer than the frost free period based on a Ooc

shelter miniprm temperature definition. Most of this difference

\¡Ias accumulated in spring when the last advection frost preceeded,

by as much as 20 da¡'s, the last radiation frost. Arthough protection

against dâmâge from radiation frosts is not econo ically practical
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in the north, cal-culation of a tpotential growing seasont by assessing

the nat,ure and occurence of cold air advection l_s useful , íf ít is

accepted that Ëhe hardy nature of northern crops nif-igates againsÈ

severe damage by radiational cooling alone.

The dates of last spring and first autumn frost defined by

a OoC screen miním,m temperature have already been presented for

the study area (sec. 3.d.). rt would also have been interesting Ëo

investigate the incidence of advection frost.s by recordíng their dates

of occurence in a manner similar to Ëhat used by Rosenberg and }lyers.

unfortunately temporal and data constraints precl-uded. such a

detailed investigation. However, as advectíon frosts over the study

area are normally associated with the presence of Arctic air, it

would be of considerable interest to study the southern extent of this

air m:ss during Ëhe sumrner season. Therefore, a prelimínary analysis

of cold air advection has been r¡ndertaken by recoriíng fluctuaËions

in the posítion of the arctic fronÈ - the assumption beíng that the

occurence of advection frosts oveï the area-is related to the move-

ments of this frontal zor:e.

The arctic frort is one component of the four aír mass, three

front model favoured by canadian meteorologists in analyses of the

baroclinic structure of the atmosphere over North America. The

model can be presented as follows:

AIR MASS

CONTINENTAL ARCTIC (cA)

MARITIME ARCTIC (DA)

MÄRITIME POLAR (roP)

MARITIME TROPICÁL (nT)

(conËinental) ARCTIC FRONI (A)

MARITII'IE ARCTIC FRONT (}f)

POLAR FRONT (P)
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Throughout the wint.er period cA air douínates both the

study area and its environs at all tímes. The presence of this air
m¡ss ls evídent from extremely row temperatures, negligible nixing

ratios and very little cloud cover. Stability in cA air is wÍtnessed

by the fact that potential temperatures mây increase by well over

20oK from Èhe surface Ëo 700 uillibar level, ruring out convective

processes (Crowe I97L, 274).

During the sttttmer months the norual source regíons for cA

air are covered with thawíng ice, ice-melË r.rater and cold., rnuddy land.

Therefore the term rcontinentalr is a misnomer for this season,

a1Èhough it is often retained to indicate that the geographical

source region is similar to that of the ú¡inter type and all three

frontal zones appear on most surface frontar analyses. rn reality,

ca air durÍng the sunmer season closely approximates wÍth mA air

frorn the Pacifíc.

Detailed investigations of the average positíon of the

arctic front and, by implication, the southe-rn extent of cA air,

have been r¡ndertaken by two authors.

Bryson (1966) used three different techniques to establish

mear frontal positions. These Èechniques \{ere:

(1) Surface air m¡ss trajectories for each 50 1atitude and

longitude grid intersection in July for the ten years

1945-1951 and 1954-1956.

(2) The resolution of Ëhe daily maxim'm temperature dis-

tribution into partial collectives for July L94B-r957.

(3) An analysis of monthly resultanÈ r¿ind streamt ines from

1930-1945.
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All three uethods employ the

ís no means clear Èo what extent, the

pirically by these methods relate to

three front model.

use of surface data although it

air mass types detemíned em-

those of the four aír mass,

Barry Q967) has employed frontal contour charts for the

850 nillibar 1evel to determine the position of the arctic front

along each 10 degree meridian from 50o to l-600 w. Daily positions

were recorded at 00 GMr for January, April, July and october ín the

years I96L-L965. The method involved the use of microfilm records

r,rhich nay be subject to enlargemenÈ eïrors but this \^ras not con-

sidered to be si-gnificant. Although the results are related to

surface vegetation zones, the relationship between the 850 nillibar

fronËal contour and its correspondíng surface locatíon was on1-y

briefly discussed.

The objective of the present study r,ras to analyse the surface

location of the arctic front in relation to the study area using

Èhe data avaílable from surface synoptic chaits. The meËhod, although

síniIar to the one used by Barry (L967), \¡ras origínally conceived as

an adaption ând extension of that employed by catchpole et al
(L977) to assess the ¡íoleward extent of rnT aír aÈ g5ow. Results

are presented for suûuner monthly (May to september) ancl 1-0 day groupings

and are relared ro rhose obrained by Bryson (1966) and Barry (Lg67).

synoptic surface charts for western canada are prepared at

Lrinnipeg rnternational Aírport for the purposes of daily weather

¡nalysis and forecasting. These charts employ the four air mass, three

front model so, rvhen the arctic fronÈ can be identified it is record.ed.
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charts are prepared every three hours at a scale of r:10,0001000

usíng a Polar Steæqgraphíc projection true at 600¡1.

A preconstructed latiÈude, l-ongitude gríd overlay ¡"¡as used

to determine the meridional location of the arctic front at 30

intervals from 95ow to 1l0ow (i.e. at 95o, 9Bo, 101-0, 1040, Lo7o,1100).

Estim¡tions rùere made to the nearest degree of latitude so resulËs

should be within + 56 kn. Data were only estimated. from o0 Glfr

charts although e\Ery chart was inspected to obtain an indicatíon

of intermediate locational changes of the frontal- zorte. It was con-

sidered desirable to assess the positÍon of the front throughouÈ the

period r.¡hen last spring and first autumn frosËs are likely to occur

within the study area, as urel1 as the intervening sturmer period.

Therefore locations \^rere estimated from 1st May to 10th October. The

most recent year for which records were conveníentl-y avaílable r¡as

1975 and it r^ras hoped Ëhat a continuous 10 year period., up to and

includíng this year, would be avaílable. However, much of,the data

for the srurmer of 1966 could not be located; -charts prior Ëo Ëhis

year being stored in the Federal public Archives in wÍnnipeg and

tnore recent charts remaining at the lfinnípeg Airport. For this

reasou, 1965 r^'as substituÈed for 1966 and the 10 year period became

1965, Lg67-L975. For ease of anarysís, each seË of daily estiuations

I¡/¡â-S prmched onto computer cards.

All charts were available for the 10 year period considered

but the arctic front was not always present. Two reasons can be

advpnced to explai-n the absence of the fronÈ oveï part or all of the

survev area. Firstl¡i, ín mid sunrner differentiaËion of cA air from
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nA air becomes increasingly difficult and no arctic front may be

demarcated. secondly, in spríng and autumn the outbreak of cA air

southward may result in a fragmentatíon of the frontaL zone as the

characterisËics of the cA air are progressively nodifíed (palnãn

1951). An indícatíon of the frequency with which no arctic front

t¡as recorded over the survey atea is given in Table 3.8. As expected,

the arctic front is absenË most frequently in rnid sunmer and the

table also indicates that the frequency of non-occurence increases

frou west to east in all months. It ís also interesting to note that

the front is mosË frequently present in June, a fact indicaÈive of a

highly significant change ín the circulation pattern between June

and July.

The results of the monthly analysis can be grouped ínto

two sections:

(1) The central rendency and degre. of .r"rìabiliry in

arctÍc front locaËions, represented by the uedian and quartiles

respectively. rf the assumption is made thai, when the arctic front

is present, all air lying to the north of it is cA air, then the

median and quartiles also indicaÈe levels of cA air frequency. That

is' at the lor¡er quartile (Q1) the cumulatíve percentage frequency

of arctic air occurence is 25%, at the median 5O'/", and at the upper

quartile (Q^) 75"/"-
J

(2) The percentage frequency of arctic front occurence in

latitudinal sectors. This method of presenËation takes into accounÈ

the fact that the fronÈ is not always present but its occasional

absence prevênts the estimetion of a cumulative percentage frequency.
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TA3LE 3.8: MONTHLY PERCENTAGE FREQUB{CY oF SI]RFACE
ARCTIC FRONT ABSENCE FROM TIIE SURVEY AREA:

1965, L967 - 1975.

MONTH 110 ro7

ow touettuoe

LO4 101 9598

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

11.0

9.3

35. s

22.9

L3-7

L3.2

TL.7

37.4

¿).)

75.7

L5.2

L3.7

39. 3

27.7

18.3

L7.7

\4.3

39.7 -

29.7

19.0

20.û

16. 3

40.6

31. 3

20.0

25.5

16.7

4L.O

32.6

22.3
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Figures 3.8a to 3. Be show the median locatr_ons of the

surface arctic front for May to september as well as the quartile

ranges. The quartile lines delimit the cenÈral 50 per cent of the

frequency distribution and this area can be consid.ered as the mein

frontal zone f.or each month.

rn May (Fig- 3.8a) the fronta! zone is wel-l established over

most of the study area. The med.ian line staïts at lloow,, 59oN and

dips sharply from west to east but there is no ÍndÍcation of íncreased

variabí1ity ín either direction. By June (Fig. 3.Bb) there has been

a marked northr¿ard shíft in the fronËal zone. Over the study area the

probability of occuïence is generally less t]nan 25"/". Another north-
ward dislocation occurs beËween June and July (Fig. 3.gc). DurÍng

the 1atËer month the fronËaI zone reaches its most northerly limits.
Taking into account the fact thaË Ëhe front may be absent for up to
407" of the ti.me during July it is hardly surprisíng that frosts are

virtually r-rrknov¡n throughout the study area in this month. There is
a tendency in both July and August for variab-ility in the frontal

zorie to increase from west Ëo east, a trend whích ís absent during

the other months. The median frontar location dips southward onry

slightly from July to August (Fig. 3.sd). However, the sourhward

slúft in the lower quarËile line is quite marked.. This movement of

the frontal zone ruy by reflected in the infrequent, although not

insignificanË, occuïence of first autumn frosts during the 1atËer

part of August. By september (Fig. 3.Be) Ëhe cycle is complete and

the possibílity of the arctíc front bisecting or lying to the south

of the study area again approaches 50 per cent.
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Fig. 3.8 Median (M) and quarrile (Q) locarions of
arctic front between 95oI,{ and 110otrI for:
(a) May (b) June (c) July (d) August
(e) September

the
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The results presented for May, June, August and september

cannot be easí1y compared with the work of eíther Bryson (1966) or

Ba*y (1967). only Bryson consíders Ëhese months and then only in
the case of the method using the streamlines of surface resultanË

winds. ComparÍng results from the Latter technique with the median

arctíc frontal positÍons presented here leads to the conclusion that
in July and August both meËhods give simílar locations but in May and

Jr-me the confluence zones demarcaËed by Bryson appear far to the

south of the medían locations presented here and in Septeuber to the

norËh.

only the month of July is incorporated within aIr- three

studies- The median positíon shor,¡n for July (Fig. 3.gc) coincid.es

r¿eIl with the line given by Bryson to represent the modal positíon
of the front between Arctíc and pacific air (Bryson 1966, 235) .

comparing the median line r.¡ith the Arctíc air mass irequency dís-
tribution presented by Bryson (L966, z3o) it can be noted that the

median location presented here corresponds well with xhe 4OT" Arctic
air line given by Bryson but lies to the south of his 50% line. Thi-s

difference can be attributed to the high frequency of arctic front
absence in Ju1y. Iùhen the front is not present in this month the

major reason is the absence of distinguishable cA air. Therefore,

the median 1ine, which only represeuts cases when the front is present,

overestimntes the southern extent of Arctíc air. A similar conclusion

can be drar^¡n for August.

The frontal zone shovrn in Figure 3. gc can

with the presenraríon by Barry (L967, 4L) for this
zone lies approxinaÈely 5 degrees northward of the

also be compared

month. Barryts

presently estimated
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position. Apart frorn differences i.n the frequency with r¿hích the

surface and 850 ¡níllibar frontal contours are present, this varía-
tion is mosË probably due to trrro factors. One is that the g50 nilli_
bar frontal contour can be expected to 1íe poleward of the surface

front. The other is the dífferent períods of anarysis as r¿ell as

their length, ]-965 being the only year common Èo both studies.

July 1965 qras co'puted independently and it was formd that the

difference between the two methods was reduced by up to 2 degrees.

As the above discussion indicates Èhe method of presentation

used in Figures 3.8a to 3.8e is suboptimal due to its failure Ëo

take into account cases when the arctic front is not present. As a

means of overconing this problem Figures 3.9a to 3.9e have been

prepared. For each monËh the percentage frequencies of arctic front
occurences aË 98o I^I, 104ow and 110ow have been plotted against 30

latitudinal sectors. These sectoïs have been chosen so that the

study area corresponds Èo one sector closely. rn this case it is
52o-54o whÍch, recalling that data was recorded to the nearest

degree of latitude, in facË represents 51.50 to 54.5o.

The area enclosed between each curve and the verËical axi-s

represents the total percentage frequency of arctic front occurence

during anv month. subtracting this total from 1002 gives the per-

centage frequency of non-occurence (Table 3.8). Therefore, comparing

June (Fig- 3-9b) r'-ith July (Fig. 3.9c), ít is evident that along

each merid.ian the arctic front is absent more oft.en in July than Ín
June. Si-ilar v-isual comparisoris can be made bet\deer¡ other months.

-ås pre*iously stated, the above daËa were also analysed on
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Fig. 3.9 Percentage frequency of arctic front occurence
in 30 latítude sectors for 9go vr., 104ow., and

11Oo w. ín: (a) May (b) June (c) July
(d) August (e) Seprember.
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Fíg. 3.1-0 10 day rnedian (M) and quaqtíLe (Q) l_ocations of the arctfc fronr ar1o4o i{. (1965 , Lg67-Lg7s).
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a 1-0 day basis. To present all of these results in a simílar

manner to those used for monthly calculations would be impracticable.

Nevertheless, Appendix 3 1ists, for each 10 day period from lst May

to 10th ocËober, the median and quartile values of the frequency

distributions along each of the six meridians. A brief analysis of

the 10 day values ín relatíon to those plotted in Figures 3.8a to 3.8e

reveals that the higher level of resolution offers a uore detailed

picture of the trends evident for monthly groupings. rn FÍgure 3.10

the 10 day median and quartj-le locations of the surface arctj-c front

have been plotted for 104oW. The sharp transitÍon between June and

Ju1y, noted for monËhly groupings, is evident and this change appears

to be continuous frou rnj-d June to mid Jul-y. I4ore marked is the south-

ward shift ín the frontal zone occuring in early September indicatíng

thaË the end of the warm season is more abrupt t.han its beginníng.

This section r,rill conclude by taking a tentative step

Èowards relating Ëhe frontal locatíons to the occurence of last

spring and fírst autlmn frosÈs. This has been- achieved by examining

and selecting two cases r¿here ít would appeaï that the location of

the arctic front had an overwhelming effect upon frost incidence

r.¡ithin the study area. considering first of all a case in spríng,

attenËion is dra¡gn to Figure 3.11. rn May Lg7o,10 of the 1l stations

used in this study experienced their last spring frost on one of three

days. By plotting the average lat.itudinal locatíon of the arctic

front during this period. there ís a strong índication that the final

spring frost occured as a resulË of an outbreak of Arctic air. No

such relationship exisËs for the one anomolous station (North Battleford



Fíg. 3.11 AverÊge latitudinal position of the arctlc front
(101" - 110"ür) 10rh - 31st May Lg7O.

Nunbers relate to the number of stations Ín the
study area ha'ying their last sprÍng frost on the
date indicated.
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Fig. 3-L2 Average Latitudinal positíon of the arctic front(toto-- tlool^I) gtt -'24th september Lg6g.
Numbers relate to the number of stations Ín the
study area having their first autumn frost on
the date indicated.
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A.) which experienced its last spring frost some 1l days earlier,

perhaps índícatíve of a radiatlon frost.

Turning noqr to the autrmn of. L969 (Fig. 3.L2) a very simi-

lar pattern emerges. The arctic front moved south over part of the

study area on 1-0th September but no frosts T¡rere recorded. However,

fíve days later a much more vÍ-gorous southward thrust of the front

led to first frost recordings at all but one of the stations (Flin

F1on).ItwaSnotunti1the23rdofSeptember,whenyeËanother

south¡¿ard movement of the front was taking pJ-ace, that this station 
,; 

:::,

recorded its first frost.

These tvro examples give índicatíons of a relaÈionship

between arctic front.al positions and frost occurrences. However,

the examples were chosen because most of the frost events were grouped

into a few days and rn¡ere therefore likely to be associated with

advectional processes. Nevertheless these examples cjffer sufficient

evidence to \,rarrant a further, more probing, analysis of this topic.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCLTIDING REMARKS

rn the introdúction it was noted that there is a paucity

of agroclimatic research irr areas rnrhere thermal rather than uoÍsture

constraÍnts pose the most severe limitatioris to agrícultural pro-

ductíon. As a preliminary step to\^rard.s remedying thÍs situat.ion,

thís thesis has analysed selected clírnatic factors of importance to

agriculture in a hígh latitude area. The area chosen for study, which

líes astride the secondary agricultural- frontier in norÊhern Manitoba

and saskatchewan, forms a rectangular zone from 52o-55oN and 1010-

110ow. A consíderable portion of this zone is already under culti-

vation and much of the remainder shows promise for future expansion.

Therefore, a study of this nature, whích is essentially an inventory

of t.hermal resources for agriculture, is of coisiderable practical

signífícance.

The primary daÈa base for Èhis study included the records of

radiation, bright sunshine and air temperature recorded at meteoïo-

logical stations within the study area as well as surface synoptic

charts coapíled at l{irrnipeg InternaËional Airport. 11 Stations were

chosen for their consisËency of location and continuity of records,

although not all of the climatic elements \¡rere recorded at every

station. Radiation records were analysed on a daily basis f.rom 1972

to 1976, bright stmshine and air t.emperatuïes on a monthly basis from
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L947 - L976 and synoptíc charts on a daíly basis (May to ocrober

only) for L965 and 1967 - 75.

Most varíables of a thermal- nature have been díscussed

although soíl- temperature has been omitted. A comprehensive analysis

of the latter is being r:ndertaken in many areas of Manitoba by the

Manitoba soil Survey ín conjunction wíth the DeparÈment of soil

Scíence ar rhe Uníversíry of Manitoba (MÍlls er aL L974). üIirh

respect to those varíables r¿hich have been analysed in some detail,

the following general observations can be reitterated with a view to

assessing the possible directions of future research.

At the present tÍrne global radiation is only recorded at

one study area location - The Pas A. Nevertheless, records from thís

station are considered to be sufficiently long, if used on a daily

basis, to derive a linear relationship between the ratÍo of global

radiaËion to solar radiation at the top of the atmosphere and the

ratio of actual to possible hours of bright sunshine. The constants

in Ëhis relationship have been evaluated for ànnual, monthly and 10

day (sr""mer months only) groupings. Values derived for the constants

can be used to estí-mate global radiation at sites r¡here only bríght

sunshine records are available. Application of the relationship has

been demonstrated for Prince Albert A. and the results compared with

actual measurernerÌts at The pas A.

Net radiation is not recorded in the study area and the

absence of direct measurements forces Ëhe use of estimation procedures.

Nr-merous estimation procedures are available but it is far from clear

r^rhich, if any, offers a completely satisfactory estinate. Six methods

were selected and evaluated using dat,a from The pas A. on a monthly
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basís fron May Èo september. comparison of the resurts with

Ëheoretical and observational crÍtícisms of each method led to two

estimates beíng used to evaluate net radiation for 10 day interval-s.

Ilhile the values so obtained may be accurate, the optinal solution
is always to use direct measurements and thís would ínvolve an

extgnsion of the net radiation network to incorporate other areas

cf Manitoba and Saskatchewan.

Given the importance of sunshÍne records ín estimating

global radiation where no recordings of the l-aÈËer are taken, the

available records of bright sunshíne have been given close attention.

S'nshine recorders are relatively cheap and simple to use so these

instruments are, and will continue to be, the most frequently employed

radíaËion instrument in this area. However, although their nr¡mbers

are adequate in the study area, Ëheir dístribution is poor. A

north¡¿ard extension of the sunshine recorder network is suggested.

with particular attention being paid to data from The pas A. and

Prince Albert A. available records have been ànalysed on a monÊhly

and seasonal basis. Average uonthly ratios of actual to possible

hours of bright sunshine have also been computed for these tr+o

stations.

Ìfonthly mean daj.ly maximum, monthly mean daily minimrrm and

monthly mean daily air teüperatures have been analysed for each of the

11 study area locations. In winter the temperature distributions are

platykurtíc shor.-ing typícally large standard devÍations, a combíned

effect of radiative heat losses and ad.vective gains. rn s.urmer

temperature distributions are more commonly leptokurtíc with sËandard
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deviations beíng snall. The overall temperature pattern for the

study area follorlrs a strong annuaL cycle typical of a continental

locatíon. This severely restrÍcts the tíme period wíthin which

plant growËh and developnenË can take place. A prelíminary assess-

ment of the length of this períod has been achieved by record.ing the

dates of last spring and fírst autumn. frosËs at each station for

r947-L976. BoÈh were found to be normally distributed at the

najority of stations despiËe the importanË role of cold air advection

from the north in affecting temperatuïes near the ground. in spring

and auttmn. For those stations with normally distríbuÈed frost

series, probabílitíes of occurence can be estimated usíng graphic

procedures and this has been demonsÈrated. for l,{aseca. sínce 1ow

tenperatures' apart from Ooc, may be damaging to plants a need

exists for a more conplete analysis of t]he fteeze serÍes at northern

stations. One such seríes has been produced for Saskatoon (Coligado

et a1 1968). AË those stations with normally distributed occurences

of last spring and first autumn frosË, the fro-st free period also

has a normal dístribution. Therefore, the probabílity of a given

length of season can be derived as illustrated in the case of Íùaseca.

Tenperature sums or degree days have been shoum t.o be of

operational signÍ-fícance in agricultural planning. Therefore,

tempeïature suins above 5.6oc have been computed for each sËudy are a

station oD. e Eonthly basis usíng an estímation procedure. varues so

obtained have been related to a similar study usílg daily data and the

results sho-*= to be in close agreement. Despite shortcomings ín the

use of ¡emperaÈure sums to assess the potential for plant develop-

ment, a rer-ie¡¡- of alternaÈive procedures reveals that they also
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contain Eany deficiencies despite the addítional computatíonal

effort involved- Considerably more fundamental research into plant
growth and developmenË and clÍmatic varíables wí11- be required before

thís problem is fu1ly resolved.

Fínally, gíven the ímportance of advection frosts in
limiting the period available for plant growth wíÈhín the study area,

this topíc has been gíven further consíderation. Hypothesisíng that
advectíon frosts are closeJ-y associated with Ëhe locatÍon of the

arctic front, particularily at the beginning and end of the growing

season, the location of this front has been assessed. for monthly and

1-0 day periods throughout the surmer and its position related to the

study area. The monthly nedian location of the front shor¿s a north-
ward migration in spring and southward in autumr. The higher leve1

of resolution afforded by using 10 day groupings indÍcates that these

changes are not gradual but are sharp transitions. A tentativ"

correlaËíon beËween frost occurence and arctic front locations looks

prouising but a great deal of additíonal work-is required. on this
topic.

The above díscussíon suggests that potentÍal future research

fal1s into three areas:

(1) en exÈension in the network of stations recording

varíables which are poorly distributed or sparsely located i.e. net

radiation and sr-rrshine duration-

(2) t'tore in-depth analyses of existing climatic records as

well as surface sl"noptic charts. parameters such as temperature

analysis using daily values would be more satisfactory Ëhan monthlv
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means. Change through time should also be considered and analvsed.

for such varíables as f.teeze series.

(3) Further basic research into Èhe ínËeractions of crops

suitable for norËhern agriculture and climatíc variables. ThÍs should

lead to a better assessment of the cropping potentíal ín ma¡gin"1

climatíc areas than presently provided by temperature sums.
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APPENDIX 1. S.I. I]NITS

Every attempt has been made to use s.r. units throughouË.

However, in several cases other units are still in common use and,

in order to aid the reader who is as yet unfamílíar with S.r. units,

the followíng conversíons may be useful. For a comprehensive treat-

ment of S.I. units reference ís made to peach (1970).

Chapter II: The S.I. unit for irradiance is watts peï square

-,meter (!In -) and this unit gíves a value of approxiuratqly 1353 I,h-¿

for the solar constant (see Sec. 2.b.L). prevíously the unit used

was calorie per minute (ca1 min 1¡ 
"rra;

1 cal *írr-1 = 0.0698 vratts

1 ca1 
"*-2 *írr-1 = 698 t¡--2

One calorie per square centimeter is also termed a langley (ty).

Amount of ener.gy in S.I. units is expressed as the joule

and the corresponding unit of irradiation is joules per squaïe meter

-,)(J m -). An energy raÈe of one watt lasting for one second amounts

to one jou1e. Since J ^-2 is an extremely small unit, rnegajoules

per squaïe meter are often used instead (U.f r-2). This latter unit

can be converted to other, sËill widely used uníts, as follows;

I M.l n-2 278 wm-2 23.9 car em-2

-tIWM

-tlcalcm-

Daylength

= 0.0036 MJ rn-2 = 0.086 ""1 .*-2
: 0.0419 MJ m-2 = 11.6 I,ftn-2

and sunshíne values are both given in hours and

tenËhs.

Chapter III: All air temperatures are given in degrees

centigrade (oC). Conversion to degrees Fahrenheit (oF) is as follows;
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oF=(ocx1.g)+32

Temperature s'ms have tradrtíonal-ly been given in day

degrees Fahrenheít and it is only recently that publicatíons have

begnn to appear using day degrees Centigrade (e.g. Ed,ey L977).

The conversion is:

(TÐ oF = (TS) oc x 1.8

where TS ís the temperature s'mnation or degree day val-ue.
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APPENDIX 2

TEMPERATI]RE ST]MMARIES FOR STUDY AREA STATIONS
(a11 figures Ín oc)

TITE PAS A.

MONTH

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

-L7.9

-r2.7

-5.2

5.2

L4.2

20.o

23.2

2L.7

74.6

7.8

-3. 9

-13.3

3.7

2.9

2.7

3.2

2.O

L.7

1.3

1.9

2.3

2.7

2.7

3.6

-27.6

-24.L

-r7.7

-6.L

L.9

8.7

t2.3

11.0

5.2

-0. 6

_LI.2

-22.0

3.7

3.5

3.4

2.7

r.4

l-.5

1.3

L.2

L.7

r.7

2.9

4.O

-22.8

-18.4

-rt.4

-o.4

8.L

L4.3

L7.8

].6.4

9.9

3.6

-7.5

-17.7

3.6

3.1

3.0

2.9

1.6

1.5

L.2

L.4

1.9

2.L

2.8

3.8

1 Þlonthly mean daily maximum temperature
2 Standard deviation of 1
3 ìloathl]¡ ruean daily mínimun temperatuïe
4 Standard deviation of 3
5 ìfonthly mean daily ÈenperaËure
6 Standard deveíation of 5

Annual rânge of Ëemperature (A.R.T.) = 40.6
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FLIN FLON

MONTTI 1

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

Jrne

JuJ-y

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

-L8.4

-12.6

-4.8

5.7

].4.4

20.1

23.3

21.7

14.0

6.8

-4.8

-13. 9

3.5

3.0

2.7

3.1

2.O

r.7

1.3

1.9

2.5

2.8

2.6

3.6

-26.6

-22.8

-L6.4

-5.2

2.8

9.9

12.9

11.6

5.5

-o.2

-11..1

-2L.3

3.5

3.2

3.3

2.7

L.6

1.1

L.2

1.3

1.8

2.A

3.1

3.7

-22.5

-]-7.7

-10. 6

0.2

8.6

L4.8

t8.2

16.7

9.8

3.3

,-7.9

-L7.6

3.5

3.1

2.9

2.8

L.7

1.5

L.2

1.5

2.1

2.3

2.8

3.6

A.R.T. = 4O.7
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MUENSTER

MONTH

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

APr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

-16.0

-II. O

-5. r

6.8

16.3

2T.T

24.r

23.6

16.6

9.4

-2.6

-II. I

4.8

3.4

2.3

3.8

2.3

r.9

r.8

2.6

2.7

3.2

3.5

2.8

-24.9

-2T.2

-T5.2

-3.4

3.7

8.2

TT..2

IO. I

4.4

-r.3

-r0.4

-r9.2

4.7

3.3

3.7

2.8

r.3

2.6

3.2

T.2

r.7

T.6

3.3

4.7

-20.4

-16.2

-IO. I

r.7

r0.0

14.9

17 .7

16.8

r0. 5

4.r

--6.s

-r5.2

4.8

3.3

3.4

3.2

T.7

T.6

T.4

T.7

2.0

2.3

3.3

4.0

A.R.T. = 3B.I
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NORTII BATTLEFORD A.

MONTII

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

APr.

l{ay

J tne

JuJ-y

Aug.

SepË.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

-14.2

-9.7

-4.O

8.1

17.5

2L.6

24.4

23.6

L7.2

10.5

-r.4

-9.7

5.1

3.7

3.5

3.4

1.8

1.8

I.7

2.3

2.8

3.0

4.O

4.3

-23.5

-L9.7

-14.0

-2.8

4.3

9.2

11.9

10. 6

4.9

-1.1

-9. I

-18.4

4.8

3.7

3.9

2.5

L.2

1.2

0.9

r.2

L.7

L.4

3.4

4.3

-18. 9

-14.7

-9.0

2.7

10. 9

l.5.4

18.2

L7.T

11. 1

4.7

- -5.6

-14.L

4.9

3.7

3.7

2.9

1.5

t.4

r.2

1.6

2.r

2.r

3.7

4.2

A.R.T. = 37.L
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WASECA

MONTH

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dee.

-L4.3

-9.2

-3.3

7.9

17.3

27.0

23.8

22.6

16.5

9.9

-1.9

-9.7

5.2

3.7

3.2

3.3

1;7

r.7

1.8

2.5

2.8

3.0

4.2

4.5

-23.8

-r9.6

-L4.4

-3. 6

3.2

7.3

10.1

8.7

3.7

-L.9

-IO.7

-18.7

4.9

3.9

3.7

2.5

7.2

1.5

1.0

1.3

1.6

1.5

3.8

4.s

-19.l-

-L4.4

-8.9

2.2

L0.2

L4.2

L6.9

]-5.7

10. 1

4.0

-6. 3

-l.4.2

5.0

3.8

3.4

2.8

1.3

1.3

L.2

7.7

2.1

2.2

3.9

4.5

A.R.T. = 36.0

.:';Aà
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PILGER

MONTH

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

-L5.2

-LO.2

-3.9

7.6

L7.9

2r.9

24.9

24.L

17. I

10.4

-1.9

-10.4

4.9

3.4

3.2

3.7

2.3

r.7

1.9

2.7

2.7

3.1

3.6

4.r

-25.r

-2L.5

-15 .6

-4.1

3.2

8.3

11. 1

9.9

4.6

-L.6

-ro.7

-L9.6

4.8

3.3

3.5

3.1

r.6

L.4

L.2

L.7

7.9

2.2

3.4

4.L

4.5 -20.1

3.3 -15. B

3.9 -9. 8

2.7 1.8

7.2 10.6

1.5 15.1

1.1 17 .9

0.9 L7.O

r.4 ]-r.2

1. s 4.4

3.3 - -6.3

4.2 -ls.1

A.R.T. = 38.1
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PRINCE ALBERT A.

MONTH 1

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

-l-s.6

-10.3

-3.8

7.7

L7.2

2I.5

24.4

23.2

L6.7

9.8

-2.4

-11.1

4.s

3.3

3.0

3.5

L.9

1.6

L.6

2.2

2.6

2.9

3.5

4.O

-27 .3

-23.7

-r7.5

-4.6

2.3

7.6

10. 6

9.1

3.2

-2.6

-11.8

-27.9

4.6

3.7

3.8

2.7

1.1

1.5

1.1

0.9

1.8

1.5

3.6

4.5

-2L.4

-17.0

-ro.7

1.6

9.7

L4.6

L7.5

76.2

10.0

3.6

-7.r

-L6.4

4.5

3.5

3.4

3.0

1.3

1.3

L.2

L.4

2.4

2.r

3.4

4.2

A.R.T. = 38.9
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SASKATOON A.

MONTH

Jan.

Feb.

l{ar.

APr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

-L4.A

-9.6

-3.6

8.7

L7.8

22.2

2s.4

24.s

77.9

11.0

-0. 9

-9.2

4.9

3.7

3.6

3.5

L.9

1.8

1.9

2.3

2.8

3.0

3.8

4.r

-24.4

-20.7

-r4.6

-2.8

3.8

8.8

11.6

10. 3

4.6

-L.6

-10. 4

-19.1

4.9

3.8

4.2

2.3

L.2

L.4

1.1

1.1

1.5

1.5

3.5

4.3

-19. 3

-L5.2

-9. 1

2.9

10. I
15 .5

18. 5

17 .4

11. 3

4.7

- -5.7

-L4.2

4.8

3.8

3.9

2.9

r.4

L.4

L.4

1.6

2.L

2.2

3.5

4.2

A.R.T. = 37.8
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CHOICELAND

MONTH 1

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

Apr.

May

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

-16.8

-ao.4

-3.6

7.5

L7.4

2L.4

24.2

23.I

L6.9

8.7

-3.5

-11.6

5.2

3.9

2.9

4.0

2.4

1.9

L.4

2.3

2.5

2.9

3.9

4.7

-27.4

-23.3

-16.7

-4.4

2.4

6.9

9.7

8.7

2.9

-2.7

-t2.0

-20.6

4.8

3.7

3.9

3.2

1.9

L.9

1.6

L.9

L.7

r.4

4.2

5.0

-22.L

-1-7. 0

-!0.2

L.6

9.9

L4.L

16.9

15. 8

9.9

3.1

-7.8

-16. 1

5.0

3.5

3.4

3.4

2.O

L.7

L.4

2.4

L.9

1.9

4.L

4.8

A.R.T. = 39.0



LOST RIVER

I'íONTH 1

136

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

APr.

l{ay

Jr¡ne

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

-15. I

-10.6

-3. B

7.3

L6.7

2L.7

24.4

23.1_

l^6.6

9.7

-2.8

-11.5

4.2

3.3

2.7

3.6

2.I

1.8

1.8

2.3

2.7

2.9

3.2

3.9

-27 .3

-23.8

-1,7.9

-5.3

2.I

7.4

ro.2

8.8

3.2

-2.4

-11. B

-2L.9

4.3

3.7

3.8

2.8

1.1

1.6

1.1

1.1

r.6

L.4

3.2

4.3

4.2

3.4

3.2

3.1

L.4

L.4

1.3

1.5

1.9

2.0

3.1

4.r

-2I.6

-L7.2

-10. B

1.1

9.7

L4.s

L7.4

15.9

9.9

3.6

- -7.3

-L6.7

A.R.T. = 39.0
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HIIDSON BAY

ÌiOt{TH I

Jan.

Feb.

TIar.

f-pr.

Ytay

June

July

Aug.

Sept.

Oct.

Nov.

Dec.

-15.6

-10.0

-3.3

7.4

L6.2

2I.2

24.2

22.9

L6.2

9.3

-2.7

_TL.2

3"2

2.8

3.4

10

1.6

I.4

2.2

2.5

3.3

3.1

3.5

^"26.8

-23.3

-L6.9

-5.0

?_.2

'7 .6

10.5

9.2

3.4

-1.8

-LT.4

-2t.3

/,t

3.5

2'7

/,u

1.3

1.6

1.3

1.1

1.5

L.4

2.9

4.L

-2L"2

-L6.7

-10.0

r.2

9.2

11, l,

L7.3

16. I

9.8

3.9

-7.t

-16. 3

4"0

3.3

3"2

2.9

L.4

L.2

1.5

1.9

10

,)o

3.8

A.R.T. = 38.5
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Medians and ouartlles of Arctie FrgnÈ posítions for 10 Dayperiods ar noo, 1070, 104",-ioiu; ;ã.-';"ã-;;õ;., re6s , Ls67_7s.

PERTOD 1100 1070 1040 1010 ggo 950

May 1-10

May LL-2O

May 2I-3L

June 1-10

Jr:ne 11-20

June 21-30

July 1-10

July 11-20

July 21-31

Aug. 1-10

Aug.11-20

Aug.21-31

63
59
54

62
58
52

s9
55
53

62
59
s4

62
60
55

63
60
s5

65
6l-
57

65
63
59

65
62
58

65
63
s8

64
60
57

65
62
5B

60
57
54

63
60
56

63
60
56

63
60
56

64
62
58

65
63
58

65
63
59

65
62
58

65
63
60

64
6t
58

66
62
60

6L
57
52

58
53
48

56
53
48

58
56
52

60
56
53

62
58
s4

63
59
55

65
60
57

60
s4
50

60
s6
52

60
57
53

61
57
54

62
59
55

65
60
56

66
6L
58

6s
6L
56

64
6L
58

57
52
48

55
52
48

58
55
51

57
56
52

Q?
Mõd.
Q1

Q?
Méd.
Q1

a^
MÉd.

Q1

Q.
uEa.
Q1

6L
57
53

6L
58
54

62
58
s4

63
60
56

64
60
5B

66
62
59

58
54
51

65
61.5
56

65
61. 5
s6

57
53
51

59
56
51.5

$a
Q1

59
56
52

62
57
s4

$a..
Q1

d.

64
6L
57

62.5
5B
54.5

64
s9.s
56

Q.
Mdd.
Q1

Q^
¡IE¿

Q1

Q?
Méd.
Q1

65
6L
55 .5

64
59
56

65
61
54

64
57
54

63
58
53

62
57
52

d.

64
59
55

64
60
56

64
61-
57

63
59
55

62
59
54

$a
Q1

fi¿
Q1

d.

63
58
53

Q^
nta.
Q1
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APPM{DIX 3 ContId

Sept.1-10 63
58
53

Sept. LL-ZO

SepÈ.2L-3O

Oct. 1-10

63
58
52

62
s4
50

60
54
50

56
52
47

61
54
49

60
54
50

56
52
47

55
52
48

62
55
50

60
55
51

57
53
48

62
56
52

6T
56
51

57
53
4B

55
51.5
47.5

$¿u.
Q1

$au.
Q1

Q?
Méd.
Q1

d.

6L
56
52

58
s4
49

59
54
49

62
57
53

59
55
49

s9
55
50

57
52
47

58
53
49

$a
Q1
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